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ISIS – a Unifying Enemy?

Abstract
The establishment of the `Islamic State`, a self-proclaimed
caliphate, in June 2014 drastically changed the political
landscape of the Middle East. The jihadist organization
which grew under al-Qaeda`s wing is now being considered a
threat to all the parties involved, including both states in
the region (like Iran and Saudi Arabia) and the external
powers (like the United States and Russia). The best solution
to such a problem would be the creation of a great coalition
aiming to end `the Islamic State`s` activities. It seems,
however, that having a common enemy is not enough for the
states to put their differences aside and start to cooperate.
This is mainly due to their conflicting interests in Syria and
Iraq and the possibility that a military intervention against
the jihadists could serve as an excuse to end Bashar alAssad`s rule.
Keywords: ISIS, Islamic State, Syria, Iraq, jihadists, Middle
East, threat, United States
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Introduction
The Middle East has long been regarded as one of the least, if not the
least, stable areas in the entire world. The bigger part of the last decade
saw a political struggle between two unofficial region-wide alliances
with Saudi Arabia, the Gulf states, Egypt and Jordan on one side and
Iran, Syria and several powerful factions in Lebanon on the other. Many
believe that this fight for power and influence heavily contributed to the
outbreak of the so-called Arab Spring, a series of events which has
already reshaped the Middle East and that is most likely going to have
even more long-lasting effects, that are, as of now, still difficult to
determine.
Yet, in the last few months a new phenomenon could be observed. The
rise of Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham1, or ISIS for short, has
produced a powerful entity that both countries in the region and the
external powers, such as the United States and Russia, regard as a
threat to their interests and security. While there have been several
causes that united most political actors (like the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait
in 1990), the existence of ISIS is the first instance in a very long time,
when virtually all states involved in the Middle Eastern politics have a
common enemy. Therefore, paradoxically, ISIS might be considered a
blessing by some. As history has proven time and again, having a
common enemy creates a framework for cooperation among rivaling
parties, which in turn relieves tensions and gives hope for a brighter
future. But can the fight against ISIS serve such a purpose?

1

Al-Sham is the traditional Arabic name for the region of Greater Syria,
also known as the Levant.
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The Rise of ISIS
ISIS is usually described as a terrorist group bent on spreading jihad all
over the region and subsequently, the world. It was first founded as
Jama`at al-Tawhid wal-Jihad (Group of Monotheism and Jihad) in 1999
by a Jordanian, Abu Musab al-Zarqawi (born Ahmad Fadeel al-Nazal alKhalayleh). As a young man, al-Zarqawi had heard stories about the
Afghan War of the 1980s, and had undergone a religious conversion. In
1989, along with several of his friends, he traveled to Afghanistan to
participate in the fighting against the Soviets, but arrived too late as the
occupants were already leaving. After the end of the war al-Zarqawi
worked as a reporter for the Islamists. Soon after his return to Jordan
he was arrested and imprisoned in the al-Sawwaqa desert prison in
1994. Al-Zarqawi was released 5 years later due to a royal amnesty2.
Shortly after, he created JTJW, which soon grew in numbers.
It is worth noting that JTJW was often compared to al-Qaeda, another
famous militant group rooting back to the Afghan war. However, as
Aaron Y. Zelin rightly points out, from the very beginning there have
been several major differences between the two, one of which was the
socioeconomic backgrounds of their founding members. Usama ibn
Ladin and his associates were a part of the upper middle class (in some
cases, even more than that), while al-Zarqawi and his comrades came
from the poorer parts of their societies. This factor had a major impact

2

Nimrod Raphaeli, `The Sheikh of the Slaughterers`: Abu Mus`ab AlZarqawi and the Al-Qaeda Connection, Inquiry & Analysis Series Report
No.231, http://www.memri.org/report/en/0/0/0/0/0/0/1406.htm (accessed on
30.09.2014).
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on their policies as well as ideology3. Consequently, in the late 1990s
and early 2000s the relationship between JTJW and al-Qaeda was
ambiguous at best. Even though the two groups worked together on
several occasions, the amount of hostilities and the mutual lack of trust
prevented them from creating an alliance.
The 9/11 terrorist attacks in New York and Washington helped al-Qaeda
achieve international fame (or rather, infamy) and led to the
organization`s status at the most dangerous terrorist organization in the
world. At the same time, however, the global public opinion was still
rather unfamiliar with the existence of al-Zarqawi`s group, whose
activities were up till that point mostly `local`. American invasion of
Afghanistan and the events that followed, dramatically changed JTJW`s
scope of operations. In early 2002 several operatives of the group were
arrested in Europe, while al-Zarqawi himself spent much time traveling
across the Middle East, recruiting new members and building his
network. The 2003 war in Iraq only contributed to al-Zarqawi`s growth
in power4. His brutal attacks on the coalition forces quickly moved him
to top of the `most wanted` list. Though some believe that al-Zarqawi`s
group`s activities in Iraq were coordinated by al-Qaeda from the start, it
seems more likely that the close cooperation between the two began in
late 2004, after al-Zarqawi ended his personal rivalry with ibn Ladin by

3

Aaron Y. Zelin, The War between ISIS and al-Qaeda for Supremacy
of
the
Global
Jihadist
Movement,
p.
1-2,
http://www.washingtoninstitute.org/uploads/Documents/pubs/ResearchNote_20_
Zelin.pdf (accessed on 30.09.2014).
4
M. J. Kirdar, Al Qaeda in Iraq, p. 3-4, Case Study Number 1, Center for
Strategic
&
International
Studies,
June
2011,
http://csis.org/files/publication/110614_Kirdar_AlQaedaIraq_Web.pdf
(accessed
on 30.09.2014).
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vowing obedience to him5. JTJW was subsequently renamed Tanzim
Qaidat al-Jihad fi Bilad al-Rafidayn (Organization of Jihad's Base
in Mesopotamia). More commonly, it was referred to as `al-Qaeda in
Iraq`.
Despite their alliance, the differences between al-Qaeda and AQI soon
began to grow again. Senior members of the former believed al-Zarqawi
to be too radical and his actions too violent, which they believed hurt
the jihadist movement in general and alienated its potential supporters
among the Muslim people6. Even though AQI`s leader had been scolded
several times, he did not change his tactics. In early 2006 AQI merged
with several other Iraq-based Islamist groups to create an umbrella
organization Majlis Shura al-Mujahideen (Mujahideen Shura Council),
which was consolidated and renamed Dawlat al-Iraq al-Islamiyyah
(Islamic State of Iraq), following the death of al-Zarqawi from an
American air strike a few months later7. While never explicitly stated,
all of these actions were supposed to help the group differentiate itself
from al-Qaeda and minimize the latter`s influence over its agenda and
operations8. In the next few years ISI suffered major blows from the
United States` and Iraqi military forces. Despite its losses, which
included the deaths of several of its leaders, including Abu Omar al-

5

Zachary
Laub,
Islamic
State
in
Iraq
and
Syria,
http://www.cfr.org/iraq/islamic-state-iraq-syria/p14811 (accessed on 30.09.2014).
6
Zelin, op. cit., p. 3.
7
Scott Monje, The ISIS Story, http://foreignpolicyblogs.com/2014/07/03/theisis-story (accessed on 30.09.2014).
8
Subsequent leaders of ISI and ISIS never pledged their obedience to alQaeda or any of its senior members. Since al-Zarqawi`s pledge died with him,
the group has not technically been a subordinate of al-Qaeda since 2006.
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Baghdadi, in 20109, the organization never came close to a total defeat. It
also never officially severed its ties to al-Qaeda – in its darkest hours, it
actually tried to strengthen them and gain more support.
The Arab Spring brought new opportunities to ISI. In 2011, in the wake
of revolution in Syria, the organization decided to send jihadists, Iraqi
experts and top lieutenants of guerrilla warfare into the war-torn
country, seeing it as a chance to regain its position in the regional
affairs. This led to the foundation of Jabhat al-Nusra li-Ahl al-Sham (The
Support Front for the People of al-Sham) in 2012, which quickly became
to be regarded as `the most effective` of all the opposition groups
involved in the conflict10. The turmoil of Arab Spring coupled with the
American disengagement from Iraq also resulted in the resurgence of ISI
activities in the country itself. In April 2013, the new leader of ISI, Abu
Bakr al-Baghdadi, officially admitted that the Support Front was a
section of AQI operating in Syria, and announced the merger of ISI and
the Support Front into a new organization named al-Dawla al-Islamiya fi
Iraq wa al-Sham (Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham). The very next day,
however, the Support Front`s leader, Abu Muhammad al-Julani,
publicly criticized the idea of a merger. While he acknowledged ISI`s
contributions to the Support Front`s cause, he pleaded his allegiance to

9

Bill Roggio, US and Iraqi forces kill Al Masri and Baghdadi, al Qaeda
in
Iraq's
top
two
leaders,
http://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2010/04/al_qaeda_in_iraqs_to.php
(accessed on 30.09.2014).
10
Noman Benotman, Roisin Blake, Jabhat al-Nusra. A Strategic Briefing,
http://www.quilliamfoundation.org/wp/wpcontent/uploads/publications/free/jabhat-al-nusra-a-strategic-briefing.pdf
(accessed on 30.09.2014).
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Ayman al-Zawahiri, the head of al-Qaeda11. What followed in the next
few months was a series of conflicting and disputing statements from the
most important figures in the jihadist movements as well as some actual
physical confrontations between ISIS forces and the Support Front. In
the wake of the ongoing split, many members and supporters of the
organizations began to switch sides. A large number of operatives and
jihadists from the Support Front as well as a few al-Qaeda backers
joined ISIS, while some of the latter group`s activists denounced alBaghdadi12. Eventually, in February 2014 al-Qaeda officially dissociated
itself from ISIS13. Nevertheless, it seems that it was ISIS who was more
satisfied with the outcomes of the split. In the spring of 2014 it
undertook a new military offensive and in June its militants took control
over Mosul, the second largest city in Iraq14. Just a few weeks later the
organization announced the establishment of the `Islamic State`, a
caliphate with al-Baghdadi as its leader15. There have also been several
reports about a possible reconciliation between ISIS and the Support

11

Al-Nusra Front, http://web.stanford.edu/group/mappingmilitants/cgibin/groups/view/493#note9 (accessed on 30.09.2014).
12
Mary Habeck, Assessing the ISIS - al-Qaeda Split: The Origins of the
Dispute, http://news.siteintelgroup.com/blog/index.php/entry/193-assessing-theisis-al-qaeda-split-the-origins-of-the-dispute-1 (accessed on 30.09.2014).
13
Liz Sly, Al-Qaeda disavows any ties with radical Islamist ISIS group
in Syria, Iraq, http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/al-qaedadisavows-any-ties-with-radical-islamist-isis-group-in-syriairaq/2014/02/03/2c9afc3a-8cef-11e3-98ab-fe5228217bd1_story.html (accessed on
30.09.2014).
14
Bill Roggio, ISIS takes control of Mosul, Iraq`s second largest city,
http://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2014/06/isis_take_control_of.php
(accessed on 30.09.2014).
15
Sunni
rebels
declare
new
'Islamic
caliphate',
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/middleeast/2014/06/isil-declares-new-islamiccaliphate-201462917326669749.html (accessed on 30.09.2014).
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Front16. As of September 2014, the `Islamic State` spreads over large
areas in both Iraq and Syria. Some analysts believe it to be the size of
Great Britain17.
A common enemy
Though it would be rather unfair to argue that the rise of ISIS in the
last few years was caused by the ignorance and the lack of
determination of the West (especially the United States) and its allies in
the Middle East, it must be said that they are largely to blame. The
growing problem may not have been unnoticed, it was, however,
definitely underestimated, a fact that it is now being admitted even by
the top decision-makers in the world18. American disengagement from
Iraq, which officially ended in 2011, happened at the worst time possible
– in the midst of the Arab Spring. The Iraqi military force, which had to
be recreated almost from scratch following the 2003 intervention, proved
to be mostly ineffective and not yet ready to deal on its own with
threats as powerful as ISIS. Moreover, jihadists drew their strength from
the weakening of the Bashar al-Assad`s regime in Syria. While the
16

Martin Chulov, Isis reconciles with al-Qaida group as Syria air strikes
continue,
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/sep/28/isis-al-qaida-airstrikes-syria (accessed on 30.09.2014).
17
Ian Johnston, The rise of Isis: Terror group now controls an area the
size of Britain, expert claims, http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/
middle-east/the-rise-of-isis-terror-group-now-controls-an-area-the-size-of-britainexpert-claims-9710198.html?COLLCC=1932038884&;
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/the-rise-of-isis-terrorgroup-now-controls-an-area-the-size-of-britain-expert-claims9710198.html?COLLCC=1932038884& (accessed on 30.09.2014).
18
Obama:
Nie doceniliśmy
siły
Państwa
Islamskiego,
http://www.wprost.pl/ar/471569/Obama-Nie-docenilismy-sily-PanstwaIslamskiego (accessed on 30.09.2014).
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Syrian president is definitely an autocratic leader, largely responsible for
the death of almost 200,000 people killed during the civil war that
started in 2011, there have been growing voices that tried to defend
some of his actions, believing him to be the `lesser of two evils`19. For
the majority of time, however, these were ignored – the West, Saudi
Arabia and the Gulf states all seemed to be bent on toppling al-Assad,
which in turn, they hoped, would have severely weakened Iran, his
closest ally. While it is not the aim of this article to criticize nor
commend such goal, it has to be stressed that it was a mistake on their
behalf to treat the Syrian opposition as a homogenous entity and not to
recognize the threat of the jihadist involvement sooner.
Not until the takeover of Mosul did the global public opinion realize
how complicated the situation in Iraq and Syria truly was. Due to the
lack of solid information, it is difficult to give even approximate
estimations of ISIS true power. Colin Clarke, an associate political
scientist at the Rand Corporation, believes that its fighting force consists
of 10,000-20,000 militants, although other analysts place that number as
high as 80,000. It is also incredibly well organized and equipped with
professional weapons, such as sniper rifles, mortars, heavy machine
guns, anti-tank weapons, RPGs, tanks, Humvees and air defence systems

19

See for example: Doug Bandow, Choosing between Two Evils in Syria,
http://nationalinterest.org/commentary/choosing-between-two-evils-syria-7292,
Jasmine D. Smith, Lesser of Two Evils: Syrian Activist Would Support
Assad,
http://borgenproject.org/lesser-two-evils-syrian-activist-support-assad,
Georgi Ivanov, Syria Civil War: Why We Should Reconsider Kicking
Bashar Assad Out, and Consider the Russian Stance on Syria,
http://mic.com/articles/15469/syria-civil-war-why-we-should-reconsider-kickingbashar-assad-out-and-consider-the-russian-stance-on-syria
(accessed
on
30.09.2014).
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– MANPADs20. Moreover, it is far more self-sustaining than Al-Qaeda as
it is not dependent financially on external funders. The `Islamic State`
also possesses an excellent managerial personnel and well trained
functionaries. The territories it has taken over are actually properly
administrated21 – the jihadists collect taxes, run schools etc22. ISIS also
grows richer selling oil from the conquered oilfields. Some analysts
estimate its oil revenues to actually reach $2 million a day23. It should
also be noted that the jihadists profited greatly from the capturing of
Mosul – they seized over $400 million from the city`s central bank,
which allowed ISIS to become the richest terrorist group in the world24.
The `Islamic State` quickly became infamous in the Western media for
its activities that have been described as `barbaric`25. They include,
among others, brutal executions of foreigners and torturing people.
20

Mark Gollom, ISIS by the numbers: How big, strong and rich the
militant organization may be, http://www.cbc.ca/news/world/isis-by-thenumbers-how-big-strong-and-rich-the-militant-organization-may-be-1.2746332
(accessed on 30.09.2014).
21
Ironically, al-Zarqawi`s first organization, JTJW, was very poor when it
came to institution-building. Its capacities in that regard were heavily
developed under the guidance of al-Qaeda after 2004, to the point where,
colloquially speaking, the student actually outgrew his teacher.
22
Patrycja Chomicka, Koszmar kalifatu – czyli dlaczego Państwo
Islamskie
należy
traktować
jako
poważne
zagrożenie,
http://notabene.org.pl/index.php/koszmar-kalifatu-czyli-dlaczego-panstwoislamskie-nalezy-traktowac-jako-powazne-zagrozenie (accessed on 30.09.2014).
23
Suleiman Al-Khalidi, How Islamic State uses Syria's oil to fuel its
advances, http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/09/19/syria-oil-idUSL6N0RJ4FQ
20140919 (accessed on 30.09.2014).
24
Terrence McCoy, ISIS just stole $425 million, Iraqi governor says, and
became the ‘world’s richest terrorist group’, http://www.washingtonpost.com/
news/morning-mix/wp/2014/06/12/isis-just-stole-425-million-and-became-theworlds-richest-terrorist-group (accessed on 30.09.2014).
25
Salman Shaikh, Succeeding Against ISIS Requires a U.S. Strategy for
Syria,
http://www.brookings.edu/blogs/iran-at-saban/posts/2014/09/14-obamaisis-success-rests-on-syria (accessed on 30.09.2014).
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While the `Islamic State` certainly poses a threat to the Western world
(as well as to other powers, such as Russia), one must first consider the
ramifications and the impact of the organization`s policies and its
conquests on the stability of the Middle East itself. As mentioned before,
ISIS is an enemy to virtually every state in the region. However, as far
as decision-makers in the Muslim countries are concerned, the problem
is less about the sole fact that the `Islamic state` succeeds, and more
about why it succeeds. Many have observed that the group draws its
power from the discontent of the Sunni people in Iraq and Syria. One
must not forget about the complicated religious and tribal divisions in
both of these countries. In Iraq, Sunni Muslims constitute only 30% of
the population26, but under the Ba`ath Party`s rule they were the
cornerstone of the country`s administrative structure, while the Shiite
Muslims were discriminated. After the fall of Saddam Hussein and
especially under the rule of prime minister Nouri al-Maliki, the Sunni
people have lost their privileges and it is now them who feel
oppressed27. In Syria, the situation is vastly different. There, the Sunni
Muslims are a majority – 70% of the country`s population28. But under
the al-Assad family`s regime, it is the Shiite, mostly Alawits, who are in
charge.

26

Sasnal: Irak. Rozpad państwa?, http://www.krytykapolityczna.pl/
artykuly/rozmowa-dnia/20140711/sasnal-wsrod-scenariuszy-dla-iraku-jest-tezrozpad-panstwa (accessed on 30.09.2014).
27
Maliki's Actions Continue to Antagonize Iraqi Sunnis,
http://www.mepc.org/articles-commentary/commentary/malikis-actionscontinue-antagonize-iraqi-sunnis?print (accessed on 30.09.2014).
28
Primoz Manfreda, The Difference Between Alawites and Sunnis in
Syria,
http://middleeast.about.com/od/syria/tp/The-Difference-BetweenAlawites-And-Sunnis-In-Syria.htm (accessed on 30.09.2014).
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It is clear that ISIS activities directly tie into, feed from and reinforce the
growing tensions between the Shiite and the Sunni people. Taking into
consideration the massive unrests during the Arab Spring, a larger-scale,
potentially even regional, conflict between the two groups (who, in turn,
comprise of many smaller sectarian groups, making the situation even
more complicated) is no longer an impossible scenario. Nevertheless, it
is still a distant concern. The short term problem, however, is that ISIS
will probably continue to exploit the dissatisfaction of certain groups (as
long as they fall into its guidelines and strategy) in other Muslim
countries to recruit new members. What is also dangerous for the
countries in the Middle East is the fact that ISIS is far more radical than
al-Qaeda ever was. While the latter organization`s goal was more about
fighting the external, mostly Western, `threat`, the former`s top priority
is `purifying` the Muslim world from anything it does not consider
`truly Islamic`, thus making none of the other Muslim countries safe.
Additionally, the self-proclaimed status as the caliphate means that the
`Islamic State` demands other countries in the region to surrender to its
rule. It is obvious that none of them would be willing to do so. ISIS and
its expansion are even more worrying for Israel, the only non-Muslim
country in the Middle East. The jihadists do not try to hide the fact that
one of their chief intentions is to destroy `the Zionists`29.
The interests of external powers are also in danger. A further
deterioration of the situation in the Middle East would be a nightmare
scenario for the United States, who have been trying to play the role of

29

Allen West, ISIS plans to destroy “Zionist regime” in Israel – with
nukes if necessary, http://allenbwest.com/2014/06/isis-plans-destroy-zionistregime-israel-nukes-necessary (accessed on 30.09.2014).
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a stabilizer in the regional matters since the end of the Cold War.
Additionally, after the execution of James Foley, an American journalist,
in August 201430, which made numerous headlines in his home country,
Washington`s struggle against ISIS became almost `personal`. The
`Islamic State` is also a menace to Russia, another superpower involved
in the region. Firstly, it weakened Bashar al-Assad, one of the Kremlin`s
key allies in the Middle East. Secondly, it is now threatening to
`liberate` Chechnya and Caucasus and to incorporate these regions into
the caliphate31. Another key player is the European Union. The
organization is concerned about the possible destabilization of the
neighboring region as well as the fact that many of the ISIS recruits
come from European countries, which makes said countries easier to be
infiltrated by jihadists.

Conflicting interests
As presented above, every single country involved in the Middle Eastern
affairs opposes the `Islamic State`s` practices. The level of danger it
poses is obviously not the same for everyone, but some countries
already perceive it as a direct threat. While having a common enemy
could allow said countries to put their differences aside, form a coalition
against it and, in long term, learn to cooperate in certain other areas,
there are very little chances of that actually happening.
30

Tim Walker, James Foley 'beheaded': Isis video shows militant with
British accent 'execute US journalist' – as hunt begins for killer,
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/british-islamic-statejihadist-beheads-american-journalist-james-foley-in-chilling-video-9679827.html
(accessed on 30.09.2014).
31
ISIS threatens to 'liberate' Chechnya and Caucasus, http://rt.com/
news/184836-isis-putin-kadyrov-syria (accessed on 30.09.2014).
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Firstly, one must not forget that the rise of ISIS did not happen `out of
nowhere`. Quite the contrary, it was a direct effect of the power
struggle between the opposing camps in the region and their allies.
Therefore, the `Islamic State` is an enfant terrible of the proxy wars
policy, but still considered more of a rare accident rather than the
typical result. Consequently, its existence, at least in the eyes of current
decision-makers, does not undermine the necessity and efficiency of said
strategy. Additionally, the fact that the rise of ISIS was at least partially
caused by their rivals` behind-the-scenes activity should make the idea
of cooperation even less viable for some countries.
Secondly, the conflict with ISIS cannot be `excluded` from the context
of the present situation in the region – Saudi Arabia, the Gulf states and
the United States still oppose Bashar al-Assad`s regime. Therefore,
Damascus and its allies have the right to suspect that a military
intervention against ISIS could potentially be used to also oust al-Assad
himself. It was not long ago that NATO forces instrumentally used the
UN Security Council Resolution 1973 to topple Muammar Gaddafi in
Libya32. Concerns about history repeating itself have already been
expressed by the Kremlin. In September 2014 Russia`s foreign minister,
Sergey Lavrov, criticized the Americans for a series of airstrikes aimed
at ISIS positions, which were carried out in the preceding weeks. He
stressed that such operations should be conducted in accordance with

32

See: Niels Rijke, Intervention in Libya: A Crime of Aggression?, ICD
Brief,
March
2014,
http://www.internationalcrimesdatabase.org/
upload/documents/20140318T104818-ICD%20Brief%204%20-%20Rijke.pdf
(accessed on 30.09.2014).
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the international law and need to be consulted with Damascus
beforehand33.
Thirdly, there seems to be little willingness of the countries in the
Middle East to create a region-wide coalition. The Saudi Arabia and
U.A.E. may be more open about the idea, but countries like Qatar and
Turkey are not34. Moreover, negative connotations with the rhetoric
used by the Western decision-makers, which is very reminiscent of
George W. Bush`s `war on terror`, may discourage prospective
participants from joining. There may still be a glimmer of hope, as Iran
declared its readiness to join such a coalition, but only if the West
makes serious concessions in the nuclear talks35. However, the Western
leaders` response is likely to be negative.
Fourthly, a simple military intervention against ISIS is not going to be
enough to stabilize the situation. As mentioned before, much of its
power is drawn from the discontent of the people. Even if the
organization is weakened from the attacks, it will still manage to regrow
(or be replaced by a new one) unless an alternative is presented to its
supporters. That, however, would require a grander socioeconomic and
power-balancing strategy for Iraq, Syria and other areas, a strategy no
one is ready to come up with, let alone persuade others to back it up.
Conclusion
33

Ławrow krytykuje ataki sił USA na pozycje islamistów w Syrii,
http://wiadomosci.gazeta.pl/wiadomosci/1,114871,16712661,Lawrow_krytykuje_ata
ki_sil_USA_na_pozycje_islamistow.html (accessed on 30.09.2014).
34
Shaikh, op. cit.
35
Benny Avni, Iran Says It's Willing to Fight ISIS, for a Price,
http://www.newsweek.com/iran-says-its-willing-fight-isis-price-273939 (accessed
on 30.09.2014).
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The existence of the `Islamic State` presents a serious danger to the
stability of the Middle East and the security of the countries located in
the region. Even though all the state actors involved in the situation
seem to agree that ISIS should be eliminated, conflicting interests and
the lack of strategy or mutual trust prevent them from building a
broader coalition, which could serve as a possible basis for future
cooperation. While ISIS is a substantial threat to everyone`s interests in
the Middle East, it is still not serious enough to become a `unifying
enemy`. The countries are more willing to fend for themselves rather
than give support to their rivals.
With ISIS power on the rise, it is really difficult to predict what the
future might bring. A lot depends on the American approach. The
superpower may either enter another long-lasting military conflict in the
Middle East almost on its own, as it has done in the past, or concentrate
on diplomacy and trying to build a consensus among the countries in
the region concerning possible solutions. The Muslim countries involved
in the rivalry also need to start thinking long-term and unite to combat a
threat that is giving Islam a bad name.
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Corruption and the “Arab spring”:
As One of the Main Elements Leading to Revolutions

Abstract
Corruption in the Arab world in general and in the “Arab
spring” countries in particular is one of the most important
hidden elements led to revolutions and uprisings. The
accumulated deferent types of corruption made the Arab
societies hopeless and pushed them to lose faith in the
capabilities of their regimes/governments to achieve the
economic and social justice, as those regimes and the small
category benefiting from them are the main cause of
corruption.
Therefore, fighting corruption requires the willingness of the
state with clear structural systems and regulations in the
states’ institutions. In addition, to a comprehensive plan at
the short, medium and long term.
Keywords: Corruption, Arab spring and revolutions.
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Introduction
The “Arab Spring” revolutions made its effects on the already regressive
economic situation in the most of the Arab countries, which caused at
once, a main element to fall back the economic performance, it was as
well a consequence of an economic inheritance full of chronic structural
imbalances at all the economical sections, debts accumulation, an
excessive increase in the budget deficits and the spread of
unemployment among youth. “Also in the case of the Arab Spring,
scholars and analysts have attributed a primary role to these economic
causes” (Lagi et al., 2012).1
What contributed to those difficult situations of the “Arab spring”
countries in particular, the growing feeling of the people that there are
small categories of rich persons, decision makers and owners of political
influence, who took control on most of the economic estimators and
development benefits, while the other poor and limited income
categories did not get, but a small percentage of these estimators and/or
wealth, which does not enable them to achieve their goals of an
appropriate living level, besides the bad distribution of this wealth
among all categories fairly, the expected result of that was a growing
feeling of social injustice, and the spread of financial and administrative
corruption, there was only one way to eliminate this situation which is
the change and reform, with hope to achieve better future. After two
years of the beginning of those evolutions, we can study now the
economic motives, which were behind them, and what accompanied
them of changes at the economic and social levels.
As a result to that, the motives have increased and lead to the
outbreak of the “Arab spring” revolutions. It is very important here to
stress that there is another important side of other reasons, which seem
always in the same context and should not be oversight at the regional
and international levels, which is the increasing gap of development
among the Arab countries and the developed countries during the past
years.
The Aim of the essay

1

Lagi M., Bertrand K. Z., Bar-Yam Y. and Bar-Yam Y.,“Economics of Food
Prices and Crises”, Cambridge: New England Complex Systems Institute 2012.
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Corruption as a subject became the main concern of everyone in
the “Arab spring” countries, especially after the revolutions in those
countries, talking about corruption is no longer limited to a class of
intellectuals, journalists, and others interested in public affairs, but
became the main subject under discussion for public and private sectors
alike.
For the sake of the public debate to be more positive, we try in
this paper to put under the eyes of those interested in the issue of
corruption an analytical study of the causes of the phenomenon, which
may help in the development of a comprehensive vision for the
prevention and fight against corruption in all sectors and at all levels, on
the basis that the solutions will come are based on a deep
understanding of the causes of the phenomenon, and thus be effective in
combat.
Why the “Arab spring” countries have arisen?
The change to the sake of freedom and the economic and social
justice, and the partnership in the political life with the peoples, cannot
be possible without popularity movements, uprisings and revolutions
beyond the limits of possible and reasonable. This fact made the
economic reform opportunities unavailable in the “Arab spring”
countries, but the Arabic economic situations confirm that most of
political elites in those countries, were unable to realize that at some
point they will be forced to go to the social and economic reform, or to
leave the power and leave it to those who are able to achieve the goals
of reform to those peoples, which had suffered a lot. “An aspect that can
help us to understand the social causes of the popular riots is the
composition of unemployment: youth unemployment, particularly
female, was very high. Juvenile dissatisfaction has been considered as
one of the most relevant causes of the Arab Spring” (IMF, 2011; Sika,
2012).2
Therefore, the Arabic experiment is not deferent from the
experiment in some of the European countries, which showed that there
is no freedom without a dispute or conflict and there are no rights or
social justice without a seek to achieve them, here it became clear that
2

Sika N., “The political economy of Arab uprisings”, European Institute of
the Mediterranean - IEMed, paper no. 10.
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the man if he wants his/her rights, s/he must snatch those rights with his
heart, if he could not then with his tongue, if he could not then with his
hands, as happened in the revolutions fields.
It is noticeable here that the economic part in life, is the prime
motivation to all liberties’ efforts. The basic principle in all conflicts
among the rulers and the peoples goes over to the economic variables,
which leads to this movement. These variables were serving one
category without the other, and they achieved the benefits of the
minority which is rich with money and power at the expense of the big
majority of the poor peoples, and the result was an expansion in the gap
among the peoples of the same country, it became those who owns
everything and those who owns nothing, poor peoples who become
more poorness and rich peoples who become more richness and
wealthy, at this point the economy became the axis of conflicts, because
surviving in life is connected with the continues availability of the
elements of a decent living to the citizen who is getting less amount of
the wealth and income. If the man lost those elements, he has to seek
his economic rights by all means, if there were not given to him in
return to his efforts, and if he felt injustice he has theoretically to prove
and achieve to himself the right of liberty and justice with getting an
appropriate share of the wealth, which he kept safe and secure at the
state institutions, which might contribute to that if he could not find a
job opportunity or if his income does not commensurate with the levels
of common prices, or if there was a common sense that economic
corruption infringe on his social rights.
In such case peoples sometimes hope that there are rulers do
not control the economic elements of the state when they have the
power, if the ruling elite was corrupted, then the reform demand will
not be enough, and that why and when the peoples resort to escalate to
reach to the political reform, which will be followed by social and
economic reforms and aims to a total change which guarantee the social
justice purposes and an equal distribution of wealth and income, without
discrimination, and this is of course lead to outbreak of the revolutions.
Here the peoples will not ask any more for bread only, or to
raise the wages or to solve the housing problem and to reduce the
amount of the basic needs, or to find a job opportunity, because all
those demands become later a small part of the bigger problem, as
revolutions become at this point for liberty and to provide the total
economic rights, as like education, health care and an appropriate and
decent life. Especially if the man did not feel the benefits of the
27
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development and the economic growth, the thing which was approved
when the benefits of the economic growth did not appear
spontaneously, but when the peoples felt that those benefits were
focused and stopped at higher levels without reaching to them, which is
the opposite of what most of the traditional economic theories have
predicted, therefore, there was a huge deference within the society and
the common feeling with injustice, which was the cause of the emotional
explosion and the strong pursuit to change, with hope to reach and
achieve their overall aspirations.
The main reasons of corruption in the “Arab spring” countries
We can define six main reasons of corruption in the Arab world
in general and in the “Arab spring” countries in particular as follows:
Reasons related to the rule of law and the punitive of deterrent,
reasons related to the public administration, reasons related to public
finance of the state, reasons related to the institutional framework,
reasons related to the structural relations among the authorities of the
State and finally reasons related to the social culture. Each one of these
reasons has its own character which is deferent from the other reasons,
thus it needs deferent solutions than the others.
Reasons related to the rule of law and the punitive of deterrent
Looking back at the situation in the “Arab spring” countries, we
can find that the rule of law was not respected largely, there were laws
been issued to serve the benefits of specific category at the expense of
the public interest. In addition, the implementation of law and the
judicial decisions was controlled most of times by the political influence
and the financial capability of the person himself. The dominant feature
of the length of the trial proceedings was weaker than the strength of
the legal and judicial deterrence against corrupted people. As it
happened many times when some corrupted people run away from the
country to abroad before the trial, especially those who were close to
the power and decision makers.
These practices have led to shake and then weak the rule of law
among the peoples, and they became more encouraged to break it
and/or trick it. They were looking to the law as it is a kind of potential
threat and not as a tool to protect them, and that the law is a tool to
protect the powerful people and nothing more.
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Reasons related to the public administration
There are too many gaps in the system of the public administration in
the “Arab spring” countries, which had a major role to spread the
corruption widely before the revolutions, failure to determine the tasks
and duties strictly in governmental agencies gave the opportunity to
many people to evade the responsibility and dumping it on others. In
addition, the governmental bureaucracy and the complexity of the
procedures had led many to resort to bribery to facilitate their work,
and gave some employees the opportunity to extort the citizens, add to
that the weakness of self-censorship in governmental agencies, which
encouraged the corrupted officials to move forward to commit more
serious corrupted acts with impunity.
The low salaries and wages and its poor distribution and not
being tied to efficiency and integrity led some people to justify to
themselves, unlawfully, getting bribes and profiting from their jobs until
they get the appropriate income which provide them with a decent life.
Unemployment and the mismatch between qualifications and 10 jobs
offered are, undoubtedly, causes of dissatisfaction among young people
(Behr, 2012).3
The centralization, individualism and lack of transparency in the
management of public affairs, facilitated to some corrupted officials to
make decisions and implement policies to serve their personal interests
or the interests of the groups they belong to, in the absence of the
consultation or even the involvement of the people affected by these
decisions, or those policies.
Reasons related to public finance of the state
The public finance of the state was managed in a way
contributed significantly to spread the phenomenon of corruption in the
state, the difficulty of understanding the public budget had weakened
the popular supervision of the public money and the resources and
ways to spend it.
The numerous special funds outside the public budget had led to
weakening the control over the money, which is public money; the same

3

Behr T. (2012), “Talking about the revolution: Narratives on the origin
and future of the Arab spring”. European Institute of the Mediterranean IEMed, paper no. 9.
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criticism can be directed to the budgets per item, also the government
expenditures tainted by extravagance.
As for the system of public bids and tenders, although they are
legally well structured, and the bids and tenders are posted on the egovernment portal in a transparent manner, however, the real practice
revealed a significant corruption in this sector, the “Arab spring”
countries have suffered from the methods of granting loans in the public
banks, which was predominately personal, which led those close to the
former regimes to get many of large loans without guarantees and
escape outside the country, in addition, the management of public sector
companies and privatization were marred most of the times by
corruption, because of the politicization of its administration, and the
decisions of selling them, and the lack of the standards of transparency,
participation, efficiency and effectiveness.
Reasons related to the social culture
The cultural and social environment in the “Arab spring”
countries has an impact to spread the corruption, the social acceptance
of the small corruption, and socially being seen as an acceptable way to
get the rights, and calling corruption with other terms such as gratuities,
tea, and transportation, entrenches the corruption in the governmental
agencies and hamper the efforts to fight against it.
There was also an influence of the class and the factional politics
on the public decisions, the public policy was not before the revolutions,
in many cases, seeking the public interests as much as it was seeking to
satisfy some persons belonging to a particular social denominations, or
belong to the dominant party at the time, a striking example of the
corruption founded on the social class and the political influence, is the
appointments in the judiciary, the police, the diplomatic corps, and the
universities, as these jobs have become, in large part of them, limited to
the lucky people (unqualified most of times) of certain families, or those
who have favoritism or can afford to pay large bribes. In addition, a lot
of deals were held by the ruling party with specific tribes or certain
powers to guarantee their support in the multiple parliamentary
elections, these denominations get in return some preferential
advantages more than the rest of the citizens. “Improvements in living
standards have, however, been unequally distributed among groups and
individuals: all Arab countries, including those of North Africa, remain
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characterized by profound social and economic inequalities” (SalehiIsfahani, 2010 ).4
Reasons related to the institutional framework
Although the “Arab spring” countries have a large arsenal of
laws, the number reached to more than 250,000 legislation, but there are
many gaps that did not make the legislative framework sufficiently
active in the fight against corruption. The first of these gaps is the lack
of an adequate protection for the witnesses and the informants in the
corruption cases, which made a lot of people reluctant to report
corruption crimes or to testify in fear of victimization. In addition, the
lack of legal regulation allows access to information which gave the
opportunity for the corrupted people to hide their crimes, and weakened
the official and popular oversight them, also the lack of a
comprehensive legal framework to prevent conflicts of interest, allowed
a lot of officials to exploit their positions to earn and give the features
that are not due to their companies to their families at the expense of
the public good.
Although the “Arab spring” countries have very large number of
regulatory authorities, but it did not perform its role effectively, for
several reasons, first, there is a lack of awareness of approaching the
relevant anti-corruption authorities, and thus how to resort authorities
you do not know about them.
The lack of independence of these bodies and all of their subordination
to the executive authority, and the weakness of its legal powers had an
impact on its independence, the extension of its ability to investigate the
corruption of senior officials, the overlap in the terms of reference of the
regulatory authorities and the lack of coordination between them made
more than one of a regulatory exercise the same control over the
activity of the same kind in the same administrative units, which
represents a waste of time and public money, and hinders the
administrative bodies to perform their essential role and makes them
devote themselves to the preparation of reports to regulatory agencies.
Another reason the inadequacy of physical and human resources to
some regulatory authorities, as the number of complaints made to these
4

Salehi-Isfahani D., “Human Development in the Middle East and North
Africa”. United Nations Development Programme, Human Development
Research Paper 2010/26.
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bodies are larger than their human capacity, also, some workers in the
regulatory authorities fall into a simple procedural errors in the content,
but it has a great impact on many people. “In the modernization theory
education, jointly with other economic development-related variables,
assumes a central role in the process of democratization” (Lipset, 1959;
Almond and Verba, 1963).5
And eventually the secrecy imposed on the reports regulatory
bodies deprives the civil society of an important source of information
and weaken the control of the People, and this secrecy give the
impression to the public opinion that the government wants to cover up
economic corruption in the governmental organizations and that it is not
serious against this corruption, which further leads to the lack of trust
between the citizen and the government and increases instability.
Reasons related to the structural relations among the
authorities of the State
The principle of the separation of three powers is the guarantor
that makes each one of the three powers of the state the legislature, the
judiciary and the executive do its roles that assigned to it without any of
those authorities taking over of another, this principle had led to the
weakness of the parliamentary oversight and the local People's Councils
in the accountability of the executive authority for many reasons, the
most important one was the scandalous falsification of the elections, and
bring some useless elected members, who are in fact recruited by the
ruling party, the obey his command and do not exercise control over
the government. There was also an interference of the executive
authority in the affairs of the judiciary, by several means, including the
intimidation of judges with judicial inspection of the Minister of Justice,
and distribute certain cases to certain judges courts, and assign the
judges to work in the governmental agencies, and the control of the
executive authority in the greater part of the judges salaries, but these
means succeeded in affecting a small number of judges. In addition, the
government took control over the national media -which described as
5
Lipset S. M., “Some social requisites of democracy: economic
development and political legitimacy”. American Political Science Review 1959,
no. 53:, 69–105, Almond G. and Verba S., “The Civic Culture”. Princeton NY:
Princeton University Press 1963.
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the fourth estate- which made it lose its role in exposing corruption, and
even make it contributes to mislead the public opinion.
Outline: fighting corruption
Based on the above analysis of the causes of corruption in the
“Arab spring” countries, and bearing in mind the circumstances in the
“Arab spring” countries in the recent time, we can distinguish between
two types of interventions that must be done to prevent and fight
corruption in these states:
At the short term
There are a group of interventions which do not need new laws
or major structural changes in the organizational structure of the state,
as much as it can be done through the decisions of the Council of
Ministers, or the cabinet, each one in its place, it will be aimed to
achieving three main principles: respect the transparency in every
decision or policy taken by any party or government official at all levels,
as corruption does not grow in the transparent environment, and all
officials, and government institutions at different levels and nature must,
involve community partners who are the civil society, the private sector
and citizens in general, in any new policy, or any amendment to the
current policies, as the participate is the important guarantees of a
deviation from the public interest, and taking into consideration the
needs of all components of society, the marginalized in particular.
The accountability must be activated whoever is the corrupted
person and it should be done quickly, because the slow and lazy justice
is not deterrent, and justice should be done in public in order to achieve
general deterrence to the community.
At the medium and long term
Acting at the medium and long term needs new laws and
restructuring of some institutions and the integration of some of them; it
may reach to the creation of new institutions. This type of policy needs
the approval of the community around it; this debate takes quite long
time, and this debate needs to be led by the public institutions, notably
the parliament as a major institution able to pass laws that are reflective
of the will of the people, with a condition that the composition of the
board has been done in a real democracy, not in a formality.
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On the other hand there must be unpacking the dependency of
the regulatory bodies to the executive power, so that it can play its role
in the oversight of the executive authority neutrality, this can be
achieved by making the dependency of some of these bodies to the
legislative authority, and some of them to the judicial authority
represented by the Supreme Judicial Council, each according to its
competence, or create an autonomous situation to these bodies from all
authorities.
The independence of these bodies can be also achieved by
creating a new anti-corruption institution which includes under its
umbrella all regulators, which achieves its independence from the
executive authority, and can also achieve coordination between the
works of these agencies.
A package of legislation and administrative regulations also must
be issued in order to fill the legislative vacuum in several areas, most
notably; access to information about conflicts of interest and provide
protection to informants, witnesses and inform about corruption in the
private sector, and improve the systems of appointment and promotion
in the public service.
In addition to the need to reconsider some of the existing laws
and regulatory systems in the public administration and the public
finances so that these systems are transparent and do not politicize and
to activate the accountability to achieve its effectiveness and efficiency.
The curricula also must include the culture of rejection and anticorruption, and the religious institution to play an active role in the
development of the culture of integrity, and the national and the private
media to adopt meaningful programs.
In all of these things mentioned, there is more than one way to
achieve them by learning from the international successful experiences;
we have to choose those most suited to the social, political and
economic cultural environment of the “Arab spring” countries.
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The Partıtıons Of Poland Durıng The 18th Century And The Rejectıon
Of The Ottoman Empıre
Abstract
The year 2014 marks the 600th anniversary of the establishment of
the Turkish-Polish diplomatic relations.
The 600-year-old relations is not only an exceptional phenomenon for
political history between Turkey (in time evaluating from the
Turkish Principality to the Ottoman State, then to the Ottoman
Empire) and Poland (similarly, from the Piast Kingdom to the PolishLithuanian Kingdom, then to the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth),
but also for the whole Europe as well. On the territories once was
ruling the Ottoman Empire, today almost thirty independent states
are established. Naturally, the historical, cultural and commercial
relations of people living on those territories were inextricably
entangled. Consequently, during long period of history Turks and
Poles beside their civil relations, faced each other in military
conflicts exogenously and endogenously. However, throughout history
Turkish-Polish relations have based on strong bonds of ‘friendship’
and common vision of ‘solidarity’ in difficult times. Furthermore, the
Ottoman Empire never recognized the partitions of Poland. I stick to
the label ‘friendship’. Is it merely friendship, or balance of power or
some other qualities in this relationship? This article is an attempt to
offer a theoretical approach to these questions. I will argue these
issues from the realist political persperctive.
What is the political realism? Political realism having competitive
and conflictual side, considers the principal actors in the
international arena to be states, which are primarily concerned with
their own security, pursue their own national interests, and struggle
for power.
Key words: The partitions of Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, the
Ottoman Empire, the friendship, the political realism, the balance of
power
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Introduction
It is a unique example that two dynasties established in different
continents one in Asia and the other in Europe far from each other, long
after their emergence as two small principalities one settled in Bursa
and the other in Cracow would become neighbours from the end of the
15th century.1 The Ottoman state had emerged c.1300 in western Asia
Minor, extending its territorial accretion, had expanded both west and
east, defeating Byzantine, Serb, and Bulgarian kingdoms as well as
Turkish nomadic principalities in Anatolia (Asia Minor) and the Mamluk
Sultanate based in Egypt. By the seventeenth century possessing vast
lands in west Asia, North Africa, and southeast Europe, in 1529 and
again in 1683, Ottoman armies tried to conquer Habsburg Vienna.
Ottoman forces, just a few days after had encircled Vienna, had been
forced to flight from their camps by the central and east European allies,
notably King John (Jan) Sobieski of Poland.2 When King Sobieski
encircling Ottoman armies and preventing the second Ottoman effort to
seize Vienna, had not probably thought that he was preparing his own
country’s end being shared by his very European allies in the next
century, and was depriving his country from the support of a friendly
but unfortunately weakened empire after the second siege of Vienna,
during his country’s partition.
The Ottoman Empire had never recognised the division of the
Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. Is this approach of the Ottoman
Empire based merely on the friendship between the two countries? Is it
the balance of power? Or to what extent is friendship and to what extent
is the balance of power? I will argue these issues from the realist point
of view? Before I establish my hypothesis it would be useful to start by
reviewing the history of the emergence of the Ottoman Empire and the
Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, their initial contacts and the turning
points in their relations.

1
Dariusz Kołodziejczyk, Ottoman-Polish diplomatic relations (15th 18th century): an annotated edition of ‘ahdnames and other documents,
Brill Leiden, Boston, Köln, 2000, p. 99
2
Donald Quataert, The Ottoman Empire 1700-1922, Cambridge University
Press, 2005, p.25.
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Looking Back
Turkish Origins
The Ottomans descended from the nomads in the area of the
Altai Mountains, east of the Eurasian steppes and south of the Yenisei
River and Lake Baikal in lands that today are part of Outer Mongolia.3
The area in which the Turcomans4 with their origins in central
Asia, around Lake Baikal, began migrating out of their ancestral homes
and, c.1000 CE started pouring into the Middle
East, had been part of the Roman Empire and its successor state in the
Eastern Mediterranean world, the Byzantine Empire had ruled over
virtually of today’s Middle East (except Iran) – Egypt, Israel, Palestine,
Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, north Africa, and Italy of today.
For the next several centuries, until the mid-fifteenth century, the
Anatolia became the stage of struggle between Byzantine imperial and
feudal lords and Turcomans having formed their own small states. In
the short run, Anatolia was controlled alternatively by Byzantine,
predominantly Greek speaking, and Turcoman principalities and states.
In the long run, inexorably, Anatolia became Turkish speaking and
Muslim. This chaotic environment stimulated the emergence of the
Ottoman state. 5
The rise of the Ottoman beylik is related to the developments in
Anatolia in the second half of the thirteenth century during which the
3

Stanford Shaw, History of The Ottoman Empire and Modern Turkey,
Volume I: Empire of the Gazis: The Rise and Decline of the Ottoman
Empire, 1280-1808, Cambridge University Press , 1976, p.1
4
Historically, all the western of Oğuz (Oghuz) Turks have been called
Turcoman. During the Ottoman Empire these nomads were known by the
name of ‘Yörük’ which was used to describe their nomadic way of life, rather
than ethnic origins. Other names such as ‘konar-göçer’, ‘göçebe’, ‘göçer-yörük’
were used and the most common one among these was ‘konar-göçer’. Today,
only 200 households Sarıkeçeli konar-göçer are living a nomadic life in İçelSilifke-Gülman-Anamour during winter time and in the highlands of SeydişehirBeyşehir-Konya
during
summer
time.
Hilmi
Dulkadir,
http://turkoloji.cu.edu.tr/CUKUROVA/sempozyum/semp_2/dulkadir.pdf,
pg.143
and Cevdet Türkay, Oymak Aşiret ve Cemaatlar, Tercüman Kaynak Eserler
Dizisi 1, pg. 143
5
Quataert, The Ottoman Empire 1700-1922, Cambridge University Press,
2005, p.16.
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Mongol oppression continued to intensify in Central Anatolia. In 12991301, Osman and other Turcoman beys taking advantage of the
weakening of Mongol control, launched an attack on Byzantine cities.
Osman besieged Nicaea (İznik) and Prusa (Bursa), the two important
strongholds of Byzantium in Bithynia. The battle of Bapheus
(Koyunhisar) took place between Byzantine army and Osman’s foot
soldiers and cavalry in 27 July 1302, according to Pachymeres and to
the Ottoman sources which are in agreement on the course and the date
of battle. The victory of the battle Bapheus (Koyunhisar) over an
imperial army of the Byzantine Emperor Andronikos II brought Osman
an immense reputation in Anatolia and enough charisma which was
enough to make him to be the founder of a dynasty. Therefore, 27 July
1302 is accepted as the date of the formation of the Ottoman dynasty.6
After the collapse of Byzantine resistance, Ottoman state
preferred to expand in western Anatolia and across the Dardanelles into
Southeastern Europe, to the Ukranian steppe and as far as the Danube,
developing a system of rule by which the native Christian princes were
supposed to retain their positions and lands in return for acknowledging
Ottoman suzerainty and providing soldiers and money. At the end of the
fourteen and the beginning of the fifteen centuries was the difficult
period for the Ottoman Empire due to the new nomadic raid, led by
Tamerlane, Timur, the lame. The Interregnum of the Ottoman Empire
(1402-1413) started with the battle of Ankara which took place on July
27,1402. Tamerlane defeated the Ottoman army, and Sultan Bayezit fell
captive. During the Interregnum the different elements of Ottoman
society struggled for power. The rivalry for power among the Sultan
Bayezit’s sons appeared just after the defeat. Mehmet I (1413-1420) after
his triumph over his brothers started to reorganize the internal problems
of the Empire, and the restoration period started.7 During this restitution
and reconstruction period of the Ottoman state Mehmet I, son of Beyazıt,
became successful in establishing the order and peace after the
destruction caused by the occupation of Tamerlane in 1402.

6
Halil İnalcık, Foundation of the Ottoman State, Yeni Türkiye
Publications, the Turks 3-Ottomans, Ankara 2002, Editors: Hasan Celal Güzel
and C.Cem Oğuz Osman Karatay, pg.46-53.
7
Shaw, History of The Ottoman Empire and Modern Turkey, Volume
I: Empire of the Gazis: The Rise and Decline of the Ottoman Empire, 12801808, Cambridge University Press , 1976, pg.12-17.
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This was the period that the initial contacts started between the
Ottoman Empire and the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth.8 According
to Kołodziejczyk’s explanation, one may infer that the direct contacts
between the two countries started late due to the internal issues in both
states:
Direct Polish-Ottoman relations were initiated after the delay
caused by the battle of Ankara (1402) on the one hand, and the
battle of Grunwald-Tannenberg (1410) on the other. After 1410
the danger posed by the Teutonic Order to Poland-Lithuania
was removed, and the Ottomans managed to overcome the
crises caused by the invasion of Tamerlane.
On the other hand according to Arık’s explanation, although it is
not known the exact date of the beginning of the Turkish-Polish
relations, she is pointing out that the first encounters could be during
the period of feudal fragmentation (1138-1288-1290) in Poland, at the
battle of Legnica (Liegnitz) in 1241 with the Mongols named by Polish
people as “cehennemden gelen Tartari (the scourge of God)”, and
afterwards during the further Mongol incursions in 1259-1260 and 12871288.9 The legacy of Mongols as two local customs have survived until
today in Cracow. One, a rider in Mongol dress tours the streets on a
hobby-horse on the eight day after Corpus Christi. Second, every hour,
the trumpet call voice from the St. Mary’s Church commemorates the
death of the city watchman who was pierced through his throat by a
Mongol arrow as he tried to raise the alarm.10 The same legend was
narrated in the booklet “Lehistan’dan bugünkü Polonya’ya” published by
the Polish Embassy in Ankara. 11
While the Ottoman Empire expanded its territories toward the
West starting from 1300s, the Polish Kingdom annexed western Ruthenia
(historical territory which corresponds Ukraine and Belarus) in the years
1340-1349. In order to explain the diplomatic relations between those
8

Kołodziejczyk , Ottoman-Polish diplomatic relations (15th -18th
century): an annotated edition of ‘ahdnames and other documents, Brill
Leiden , Boston, Köln, 2000, p. 99
9
Sabire Arık, Kuruluştan XVII. Yüzyıla Polonya Tarihi, KÖK Sosyal ve
Stratejik Araştırmalar Serisi: 20, Ankara, 2010, pg. 53-57 and 159-161.
10
Norman Davies, God’s Playground: A History of Poland, Volume I:
The Origins to 1795, Columbia University Press, New York 1982, pg. 87
11
Polonya Cumhuriyeti Ankara Büyükelçiliği, Lehistan’dan bugünkü
Polonya’ya, Ankara, 2001, pg. 5
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two countries in a better way, it would be logical to mention the
historical background of Poland from the prehistory.
Prehistory
According to the findings of the contemporary Polish
‘Autochtonous School’, the territory of the Republic of Poland is
regarded between the Oder and the Bug as the fixed and exclusive
homeland of the early Slavs. According to non-Polish authorities,
‘Lusation Culture’ of the Vistula Basin in the Iron Age is called Slavonic
but the historical evidences are little to prove it. The name of Polska
(Poland) appears on the begining of the historic times in the tenth
century.12
The Piast Kingdom
The documented history of Poland goes back to the 10th century.
The first written reference to Mieszko I was made in a chronicle by
Ibrahim-Ibn-Jakub, a Jewish-Arab merchant sent by Caliph al-Hakam II,
as an envoy (960-966) to the Holly Roman Emperor Otto I. 13 Davies
quotes to Ibrahim-Ibn-Jakub fragments of his report (were known to
later Arab geographers), citing “Relajca Ibrahim Jakuba z podrozy do
krajow slowianski w przekladzie Al Bekriego, ed. T.Kowalski
(Cracow,1946)” According to the fragments of his visit to the lands of
Slavs, Ibrahim-Ibn-Jakub narrates about Mieszko as King of the North
and gives some details about the life and cultural characteristic of
Slavs.14
The same year that the Caliph’s envoy visited Prague, and
according to Davis, perhaps Cracow which was at that time within the
kingdom of the Czech lands.15 Mieszko I betrothed the Czech King’s
daughter, Dubravka and, accepted Christianity as part of the marriage
agreement, renouncing his ancestors’ pagan religion. Mieszko was chief
12

Norman Davies, Heart of Europe-A short History of Poland, Oxford
University Press, Oxford, 1987, pg. 282-283
13
Agata S. Nalborczyk, Islam in Poland. The Past and the Present.
Islamochristiana 32 (2006), Roma, pg. 225-226.
14
Norman Davies, A History of Europe, Oxford University Press, New
York, 1966, pg. 325 and also Davies, God’s Playground: A History of Poland,
Volume I: The Origins to 1795, Columbia University Press, New York 1982, pg.
3
15
Davies, God’s Playground: A History of Poland, Volume I: The
Origins to 1795, Columbia University Press, New York 1982, pg. 3
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of Polanians (Polanie), one of the numerous Slav tribes of the period.
King Mieszko I is considered as a national heros who introduced his
people with the western culture by choosing the Christian faith.16 The
official adoption of Roman Catholic Christianity has big influence in
modern Polish culture. The clergy gained big power on the rulers and
its pover also continued during the Piast princes’ difficult time to rule
the country.
During the Period of Fragmentation of Piast dynasty until 1320,
Poland became the bastion of Catholicism in the East.17 The collapse of
unification of the Piast dynasty opened the way for the Bohemian
Przemyslid dynasty to rule Polish throne. By 1306 the last two members
of Przemyslids were dead and Wladyslaw I Lokietek (Ladislas the
Elbow-high, 1306-1333)’s successful attempt for consolidation of the
kingdom started and with his coronation in 1320, the period of
fragmentation ended.
During Kazimierz III Wielki’s reign (Casimir the Great, 13391370) reign, with the conquest of Red Ruthenia (1349) and Podolia on the
River Dniester Polish frontiers expanded until the paths of Black Sea
coast. It is significant that the expansion of the Ottoman Empire towards
the West starting from 1300s corresponds almost to the same period that
the Polish Kingdom’s expansion to the East. The expansion of the two
countries, one towards to the West and the other towards to the East,
was inevitably going to create a conflict area of the overlapping of the
interests.
Piast rule started with King Mieszko’s baptism into the Christian
faith in AD 965 and lasted over half millenium until the death of
Kazimierz III Wielki, (Casimir the Great, 1339-1370). His baptism into the
Christian faith is considered as the first step of formation of the modern
Polish culture, and the Roman Church’s decisive authority in the
administration of Poland. According to Davies:
It is usually said that Piast Poland adopted Christianity. It may
be more accurate to say that the Catholic Church adopted
Poland.

16

Davies, ibid. pg.4
Norman Davies,
York, 1996, pg. 325.
17

Europe: A history, Oxford University Press, New
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With the death of Casimir the Great, the Jagellions had the
possession of the crown.18 The death of the last king of the Piast dynasty
created a new political situation in Poland and Hungary and paved the
way to the relations between Ottoman and Polish states through
Kingdom of Hungary. In order to fully understand this complicated
situation, it is necessary to glance at the personal union between Poland
and Hungary which will last until 1385.
Union of Poland and Hungary under Louis of Anjou
In 1370, following the death of Casimir the Great without leaving
any male heir the royal succession passed to his nephew, Louis of
Hungary. Through this personal union, Poland became neighbor of
Kingdoms of Bosnia and Serbia and the Principality of Wallachia (See
Map:1 ‘the Ottoman Empire, 1300-1512’).
In 1372, the Despot of Dobrudja and the King of Bulgaria became
Ottoman vassals.19 Thus, after establishing his union with Hungary,
Poland and Ottoman Empire became close neighbors. And later in the
first decade of 1400s, Ottoman Empire and Poland experienced their first
diplomatic relations, that the latter was under the name of PolishLithuanian Kingdom.
The Jagiellonian Period and Polish-Lithuanian kingdom
After the death of Louis of Hungary, the Polish nobility wanted
to secure the succession of the crown to his daughter, Jadwiga20, and
they proposed a conjugal and political union. According to this proposal,
Jadwiga of Anjou was going to be crowned as king in Cracow in 1384
and to be married with the Lithuanian prince Jogalia who was going to
be converted into Christian fate. Jogalia was baptised in 1386 and
became the elected king of Poland. With this marriage Poland and
Lithuania consolidated their power against the common enemy, the
Teutonic state. Poland was ruled from 1386 until 1572 under the
personal union with Lithuania.21

18
Davies, Heart of Europe-A short History of Poland, Oxford University
Press, Oxford, 1987, pg.291
19
İnalcık, ibid. pg. 11
20
Davies, God’s Playground: A History of Poland, Volume I: The
Origins to 1795, Columbia University Press, New York 1982, pg. 211.
21
Davies, ibid. pg. 155.
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In 1410, the victory of the Battle of Grunwald of the PolishLithuanian Kingdom was very important to mark the beginning of
Teutonic Order’s long decline.
Direct Polish-Ottoman relations were officially initiated following
the first decade of the fifteenth century after the battle of Ankara (1402)
and the battle of Grunwald (1410). During their first encounter of the
Ottoman Empire and Polish-Lithuanian Kingdom, these two states would
not have predicted that one was going to be called as “the dead man of
Europe”, and the other as “the sick man of Europe” by the emerging
powers of Europe of the eighteenth century. These two states would not
have most probably imagined that they were going to share the same
destiny centuries after their expansions, one in the Balkans and Anatolia,
the other in East European steppe toward the Black Sea.
If one glances at the maps of the Ottoman conquests during
1300-1512 (See Map: 1) and the trade routes of the Ottoman Empire
during 1300-1600 (See Map: 2), can easily see that the lucrative trade
routes from Venice and Ancona through Cracow and Lwów to the
Moldavian ports Kilia and Akkerman and furthermore to Caffa which
was the Genovese colony in the Crimean peninsula at the same period
was relatively easiest access to the Black Sea connecting Europe with
the Central Asia and China. At this point, we see that history has been
repeated itself and shows that economic factors have played an
important role in internatinal relations throughout history. As Robert
Gilpin pointed out:
Economic objectives, resources, and instruments of foreign
policy have always been significant elements in the struggles
among political groups. It is unlikely that, in Homeric times,
Helen’s face-contributing factor though it may well have beenwas the primary reason for launching a thousand ships and
causing King Agamemnon to lay siege to Troy. More likely, the
Greeks’ crucial motive was their desire to seize control of the
lucrative trade route that passed through the Dardanelles.
Centuries later, the Persian Empire used its great hoard of gold
to influence the foreign policies of lesser states. In the fifth
century B.C. the Athenian closure of ports of Delian League to
an ally of its Spartan rival provides one of the earliest
recorded cases of economic warfare. History is replete with
similar examples of the role of economic factors in the affairs
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of nations; in this sense, the political economy of international
relations has always existed. 22
With the expansion of Polish-Lithuanion Kingdom during 13401349 and 1387, the interests of Ottoman Empire, Hungaria and Polish
Kingdoms were overlapping on Wallachia and Moldavia (See Map: 1).
The conflict area between Hungaria and Poland-Lithuanian Kingdom
was the control over Red Ruthenia, Moldavia and Wallachia, the
militarly and commercialy strategic Danube river area. But, the
competition between Hungarian king Sigismund and Polish king Jagellio
was inevitably evolved into cooperation after the Hungarian defeat at
the battle of Nicopolis in 1396 by the Ottoman forces, signing an
agreement in the town of Stara Lubowna (Slovakia) in 1412. With this
treaty Hungarian and Polish-Lithuanian Kingdoms agreed upon a
permanent peace and cooperation against common enemies, the
Teutonic State especially the Ottoman Empire.23
First encounters of the Ottoman Empire and Polish-Lithuanian
Kingdom
According to the famous Polish chronicle Jan Długosz, the
Hungarian King Sigismund sent a letter from the Council of Constance in
1414, requiring the Polish King for military assistance against the
Ottoman Empire. But the Polish King Jagiello instead of military
assistance to Hungary, proposed the mediation and sent two diplomatic
envoys, Skarbek of Góra and the Armenian Gregory, to the Ottoman
Sultan Mehmed Çelebi (I. Mehmed).24 Kołodziejczyk is also referring to
the same text and is adding that the Ottoman Sultan is called
erroneously Cristen (in the ‘Liber Undemicus’ text is written “Turcorum
Caesarem Christen”).25 Although there isn’t any reference to the first
Polish diplomatic envoys by the Turkish source, the Turkish chronicler
Neşri confirms that in the year 1414, Ottoman Sultan Mehmed I had
resided in Bursa, first capital of the Ottoman Empire. So the connection
22

Robert Gilpin, The Political Economy of International Relations,
Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 1987, pg.3-4.
23
Historia Dyplomacji polskiej.
Ed. Marian Biskup.
Warszawa:
Państwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe, 1982: vol. I. Pg.324-331
24
Jan Reychman, Polonya ile Türkiye arasında Diplomatik
Münasebetlerin
550.
Yıldönümü,
(Polonya
Halk
Cumhuriyeti
Büyükelçiliği tarafından neşredilmiştir-It is published by the Embassy of
the People’s Republic of Poland), Ankara, 1964. Pg.6
25
Kołodziejczyk, ibid. pg.100
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in term of the dates and places confirmed by both Polish and Ottoman
chroniclers, the year 1414 has been acknowledged as the beginning of
the diplomatic relations between the two countries.26 Since then the
diplomatic missions were continuously sent to and from both countries.
İsmail Hakkı Uzunçarşılı states that no other foreign state sent envoys to
the Porte (Bab-ı Âli) as often as the Polish kings.27
The relations between Ottoman Empire and Polish-Lithuanian
Kingdom on the 15th century depended on the Polish relations with
Hungary. During the Ottoman civil wars Hungaria tried to consolidate
his influence in Wallachia and Serbia. The Hungarians were profiting
from the expansion of the Ottomans in the Balkans in order to extend
their influence on the lower Danube and Venetians as well were doing
the same to gain possession of the Byzantine land.28 The Byzantines and
the Pope called for a crusade against the Ottomans.
The crusade of Varna-1444
The crusade of Varna in 1444 was led by Ladislaus III, the King
of Hungary and Poland. The Ottoman victory changed the fate of the
Balkans and gave the path to lay plans to assault on Byzantium.29
Kołodziejczyk is writing that “Poland officially did not take part in the
Hungarian-Ottoman war and the crusade of Varna in 1444, but this
crusade was led by the Polish king accompanied by numerous Polish
volunteers.”30 Whatever Poland’s intention was in the HungarianOttoman war, at the end the Polish king was leading the crusade. One
should understand that Poland applied one of the state preferences: to
survive. The reciprocal relations between nations are determined most
of the time not only by geopolitical factors, but by the economic factors,
interests, common dangers, friends and enemies, rivalries and
antagonisms which conducing them to the alliances. All those issues had
been seen between the two countries from the first decade of the
fifteenth century and also the fraternity in misfortune had been seen
between the two countries during the first partition of Poland and peace
26
Boleslaw Gebert, Five hundred and fifty years of diplomatic
relations between Turkey and Poland, 1963, pg.104.
27
İsmail Hakkı Uzunçarşılı, “Hiçbir ecnebi devlet Leh kralları kadar
sık sık elçi göndermemiştir.” Osmanlı Tarihi, C.II, Ankara, 1995, pg. 481.
28
İnalcık, ibid, pg. 20
29
İnalcık, ibid, pg. 20
30
Kołodziejczyk, ibid. pg.100
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agreement Küçük Kaynarca in 1774.31 The solidarity between the two
countries continued during the second and the third insurrections as
well.
In the 15th century and later, the relations between the Ottoman
Empire and the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth had been almost
hostile due to the wars in the region. Although the conception of the
Poles appear in the Ottoman chronicles with wars, especially the PolishLithuanian Commonwealth’s taking part in the Holy Wars (1526-The
Battle of Mohacs, 1620-Tutora, 1621-Kothyn, and the last minute attack of
Poland in 1683-Vienna), the two nations could establish solidarity in the
difficult times. 32
Moldavian issue
The political manoeuvre of the Moldavian palatine Bogdan
(obtaining the recognition of Bayezit II from the Ottoman court and at
the same time asking the hand of King Alexander sister from the PolishLithuanian Kingdom) turned the question of Moldavia during the first
quarter of the sixteenth century into stalemate between the two
countries.33 And, the Polish court was increasingly convinced that the
only solution to solve the Moldavian problem could be a lasting peace
treaty with the sultan. At that time, the general political climate was in
favor of the peace process. The emperor Charles V, who had been
excommunicated by the Pope and regarded as persona non grata in all
Habsburg court, began considering a peace treaty with the sultan. On
the other hand, the sultan also was favored by signing a peace treaty
due to the concern that the Habsburg and Polish forces would not unite.
As a result, in 1533 the Ottoman-Polish relatively long-lived peace treaty

31

Stefan Kieniewicz, La Turquie et l’indépendance de la Pologne au
XIX. Siècle, Türk Tarih Kurumu, Belleten Cilt: XLVII, Sa. 186. 1984, pg. 545.
32
Topçular Katibi (Scribe of the Artillery Corps) Abdülkadir (Kadri) Efendi,
Topçular Katibi Abdülkadir (Kadri) Efendi Tarihi, Ankara, 2003, pg. 705-754.
Cited by Hacer Topaktaş, Ottoman-Polish Relations from the Turkish
Perspective. Written, Unwritten and Remembered, European Horizons of
Turkey, Herito Nr. 14 (1/2014), pg. 52
33
Historia Diyplomacji Polskiej, Tom I, Polowa XV-1572, pod redakcja
Mariana Biskupa
(Opracowali: Marian Biksup, Karol Gorski, Zdsizlaw
Kaczmarczyk, Gerard Labuda, Zenon Hubert Nowak, Roman Zelewski), pg.
565-566.
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(Kołodziejczyk is defining this treaty as “perpetual peace treaty”34) was
concluded for the life time of both rulers and including a provision for
its prolongation by their successors.35 The treaty was important not only
34

Immanuel Kant in his work “Perpetual Peace” regarding the possibility
of ‘making war to cease’ explains three definitive articles for a perpetual peace:
- First definitive article of perpetual peace “The civil constitution of each
state shall be republican” pg.120
- Second definitive article of perpetual peace “The law of nation shall be
founded on a federation of free states” pg. 128
- Third definitive article of perpetual peace “The rights of man, as citizen
of the world, shall be limited to the conditions of universal hospitality” pg. 137
The only constitution which has its origin in the idea of the original
contract, upon which the lawful legislation of every nation must be based, is
the republican. It is a constitution, in the first place, founded in accordance
with the principle of the freedom of the members of society as human beings;
secondly, in accordance with the principle of dependence of all, as subjects, on
a common legislation; and, thirdly, in accordance with the law of the equality of
the members as citizens.
Immanuel Kant, A Philosophical Essay. Translated with Introduction and
nots by M. Campbell Smith, M.A. with a preface by Professor Latta. London:
George Allen&Unvin Ltd. Newyork: the MacMillan Company, First Edition,
1903, Second Impression, Feb.1915, Third Impression, Feb. 1917, pg. 120, 128,
137.
Michael W. Doyle is arguing in his article “Three Pillars of the Liberal
Peace” these “definitive articles” are the constitutional, international and
cosmopolitan laws. And, Doyle is considering that three causal mechanisms of
liberal peace are the republican representation, an ideological commitment to
fundamental human rights, and transnational interdependence.
He is
underlying that the peace among liberal states rests on a simple and
straightforward proposition that connects those three causal mechanisms as
they operate together and only together, and not separately.
Michael W. Doyle, Three Pillars of the Liberal Peace, American Political
Science Review, Vol.99, No.3 August 2005, pg. 463
I assume that perpetual peace treaty could not be possible between the
Ottoman Empire and the Polish-Lithuanian Kingdom during the 16th and 17th
centuries. With all my respect to Kołodziejczyk, this is not a nihilistic diatribe
against him. Rather, it is a plea for constructive humility in the context of the
political environment of the period.
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for the Ottoman and the Polish courts, but also for the whole Europe,
since the principle of not entering into any long lasting agreements with
Christian states consistently followed by the Ottoman Empire in the past
was thus broken. From the point of interests the agreement was
beneficial for Poland, since it allowed Poland to concentrate on more
important issues, Muskovy and the Baltic region.36
With the recognition of the vassal status of Moldavia by Poland,
the Ottoman Empire and the Polish Lithuanian Kingdom became in
direct contact. By that time, Poland did not want to have any direct
conflict with the Ottomans because the incursions of the Crimean Tatars
into the Polish territory.37 However, the Moldavian issue kept its
importance between the two states during the first half of the sixteenth
century.
The reign of the “Sigismund the Old” (Zygmunt Stary) from 1506
until his death 1548 overlaps the “classical era” of the Ottoman Empire.
The friendly relations between Sigismund the Old and Süleyman the
Magnificient (1520-1566) lasted until the Sigismund the Old’s death in
1548 and continued after his death during his son, Sigismund Augustus’s
reign (1548-1572). Sigismund Augustus received condolences from the
Sultan Magnificient.38 The Sultan’s wife, Hürrem Sultan (known as
Roxelana, Ruthenian origin), and his daughter, Mihrümah Sultan also
sent the condolences letters to King Sigismund Augustus39. The style of
the language seems to be unusual and even exaggerated in those
diplomatic letters sent by the Porte to a foreign ruler. And especially the
words chosen signify that there were good and friendly relations
between the two countries.
Ottoman Empire learned that in 1566, the King Sigismund made
an adversely agreement against Ottoman Empire with Moldavian
palatine Bogdan. The Sultan dismissed the Moldavian palatine Bogdan
36
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and appointed Prince Ivonia who was Polish. Polish King proposed to
the Sultan the reappointment of Bogdan. But his royal envoy Taranovski
created a problem in the capital of the Ottoman Empire. If the King
Sigismund August hadn’t died in 1572, the Moldovian issue could have
create a belligerent issue between the two rulers.40
Kołodziejczyk is pointing out that the roots of political
equilibrium lasted in Central Eastern Europe throughout the sixteenth
century were initiated by the friendly relationships of Sigismund the Old
and Sultan Süleyman Magnificient.41 Indeed the Ottoman Empire
pursued a policy aiming to ensure that none of the European powers
became powerful enough to unify Europe under its domination since the
beginning of the sixteenth century.42
The war of the Holy League and Peace of Karlowitz, 1683-1699
The Ottomans, encouraged by the promises of the Hungarian
nationalists to accept the sultan’s suzerainty for the assistance of the
Ottoman Empire to realize their hope to establish an independent
Hungarian kingdom, as well as by the support of France with the aim of
diverting its Habsburg enemy entered into the war with the Habsburgs.
Pope Innocent XI made an appeal extensively for a new Christian
Crusade against the infidel, even asking for the help of shah of Iran. He
obtained the support from Portugal, Spain, various princes of Germany
and the biggest army from Poland. In June 1683, the Habsburg capital,
Vienna was under the siege of the Ottoman army. After a series of raids
which had lasted almost six months, in September 1683, when the
Ottomans tried to make a stand at Gran, they were overwhelmed by Jan
(John) III Sobieski’s last minute arrival.43
The events immediately following the failed siege in 1683 which
turned into a catastrophe for the Ottomans. The loss of the key fortress
of Belgrade and, the disaster at Slankamen (26 kilometers southeast of
Karlowitz), in August 1691, which caused the Ottoman army dispersing
after the grand vizier Fazıl Mustafa was shot and killed.
40
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The negotiations of the peace agreements were concluded at
Karlowitz on the principle of uti possidetis. Transylvania remained in
Habsburg and with the confirmation of freedom of worship to Catholics
by the sultan to his Christian subjects enabled the emperor to intervene
in the Ottoman Empire’s internal affairs. The related articles concerning
Poland, the Ottomans accepted full Polish control of Podolia and the
Ukraine, giving up claims to suzerainty over the Cossacks and ending
their short-lived rule northwest of the Black Sea and promised to
restrain the Tatars from further raids. With Russia a separate treaty was
signed on July 1700 due to the Russia’s covetous intentions to gain more
on the Black Sea.
Jan (John) III Sobieski’s last minute attack, irony of ironies
As it is mentioned in the beginning of this essay, when King
Sobieski encircling Ottoman armies and turning the second Ottoman
effort to seize Vienna, had not probably thought that he was preparing
his own country’s end being shared by his very European allies in the
next century, and he was also preparing the same destiny of the then
enemy, the Ottoman Empire who did never recognize the partition of
Poland-Lithuania Commonwealth. Davies is pointing out this unfortunate
happening such as:
“For Sobieski’s strategic decision to concentrate all his
resources on the Turkish threat, at the cost of all of Republic’s
other foreign concerns, was a certain invitation for later
disasters. Sobieski may have scattered the Turks, and recovered
the province of Podolia, which was returned to Poland by the
Treaty of Karlowitz (1699); but in so doing, he saved Vienna,
and exhausted his troops in the Austrians’ recovery of
Hungary. He surrendered his original intention of bringing the
Prussians to heel; and he was forced to leave the Muscovites in
their possession of Ukraine (1686). The costs far outweighed the
gains. The Habsburg realm, in control of Hungary, was revived
as a great power. The Prussians proceeded to gain international
recognition for their independent kingdom (1701); and the
Muscovites, in possession of Ukraine, were set to build the
Russian Empire. These three powers, Austria, Prussia, and
Russia, were destined to dominate eastern Europe in the
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following century, and, irony of ironies, to partition of the
Republic between them.”44
The second irony was the presentation of the battle with such a
simple definition of the victory of the Holy League: “Victory for
Christendom over Islam”. Poland, at highly considerable risk to itself,
rescued its Habsburg neighbors from the Ottomans. Such a simplistic
description may not be historically true, if we take into consideration the
diverse population of the Poland-Lithuanian Commonwealth. As Şener
Aktürk pointed out that Timothy Snyder, a renowned American
historian opened a major dent on the simplistic definition of the Siege of
Vienna.45 According to Snyder, old Poland was in no simple sense was a
Christian State. Against the papal objections Poland made treaties with
Muslim and Pagan states. By law, Poland had to tolerate various forms
of Christianity, including Protestantism, as well Judaism and Islam. At
the time Poland’s Jewish population was much more than in any other
European country. A considerable amount of Jews converted to
Christianity and became Ukrainian Cossacks and Lithuanian noblemen.
These two groups were also part of the Polish army. Poland was also in
contact with Islam since the first decade of 1400s. The Tatars had been
fought with Poles in several battles, for example to defeat the Teutonic
Knights at Grunwald-Tannenberg in 1410.46 Similarly, at the Siege of
Vienna the frightful Polish cavalrymen were Muslims who helped to
defeat the Ottomans. In short, King Jan Sobieski’s Polish forces
comprised a large amount of “Muslim” Tatars, who were crucial to the
allegedly “Christian” victory.
The treaty of Karlowitz was the first of many agreements
between the Ottoman Empire and European powers.47 With this
agreement the Ottoman Empire was transforming from the offensive
position into the defensive position. For the first time, the sovereign
Ottoman Empire formally acknowledged his defeat and the permanent
loss of lands conquered by his ancestors. Ottoman’s defensive position,
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due to the lack of his militarily technological advances was very
expensive.48
If the Ottoman army had not been collapsed in Vienna at the last
moment, Russia would not have been able to demand the final
confirmation of the Andrusovo treaty with Poland (according to the 1667
Truce of Andrusovo, Ukraine was dividing between Poland and Russia
at the Dnieper) which meant to confirm the final surrender of Smolensk
and Kiev to Russia. Poland could not resist to the pressure of his allies
who were concerning to open a new front against the Ottomans in the
north, finally yielded to the Russian demands. This was a skillful
diplomatic maneuver of Russia who had the Ottoman Empire and
Poland recognize its sovereignty over the Ukraine. And also, with the
great enthusiasm of the members of the Holy League to include Russia
into it, the latter joined the Holy League only in 1686 after all his
possessions over Ukraine was promised. As a result, the influence of the
Ottoman power collapsed in East-Europe and Russia initiated to
penetrate into the Black Sea area.49
My assertion is that, the battle of Vienna and the treaty of
Karlowitz were one of the greatest turning points between the Ottoman
Empire and the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth.
Ottomans as a staunch defender of Poland against Russia
In the peace treaty concluded in Istanbul on July 1700 with
Russia, demilitarized zones were marked around the Crimea. Azak
(Azov) fortress provided a stronghold for Russians to reach the Crimea
at any moment and even threaten the Ottoman capital.
In 1711, the Ottoman Empire took the advantage of the new
conflict between the Sweden and Russia, declared war against Russia
and recovered Azak. Then, the Ottoman state and Crimean Khanate
emerged as the staunch defenders of the independence and territorial
integrity of Poland against Russia.50 The motive behind the Ottomans
being as the staunch defender of the territorial integrity of Poland
against Russia was that the Ottoman Empire’s foreseeing that the rivals
48
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are stimulated to “close in” for the hegemony.51 The cooperation
between Russia and Austria ended with the conflict between the two
rivals over the disposition of the remnants of the Ottoman Empire which
inextricably caused the World War I.
New Struggles with the Ottoman Empire with Russia and
Austria (1768–1774)
Catherine the Great (1762-1796)’s imperialist policies caused the
new war with Russia. In 1764, Catherine sent her troops into Poland in
order to have her former lover, Stanislas Poniatowski (1764-1795), be
elected as king. The new king’s first proposed reform was the
abolishment of liberum veto52, which had been the cause of the
anarchy. Catherine the Great, disappointed by Poniatowski’s
independence, encouraged religious dissension in Poland-Lithuania’s
Eastern Orthodox population, and requested religious equality for nonCatholics. Under heavy Russian pressure, the Sejm restored Orthodox
equality in 1767. This action fueled the formation of Polish national
resistance. As a result eight nobles opposed to the conditions met in Bar,
little town in Podolia, and formed a confederation, in 1768. They
51
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organized an army and protested against the Russian yoke. Catherine
declared the confederates as rebels and enemies, sent her troops against
the Confederation of Bar. The leaders of the Confederation of Bar sought
support in Istanbul and Paris. The Ottoman Empire requested Russia to
immediately evacuate Poland which was rejected by Catherine the
Great and the Ottomans proclaimed war against Russia for Poland in
1768.53 The war was more devastating than the previous one. The
Russians entered into Wallachia, occupied Bucharest in 1770. The war
created an opportunity for Russians to complete their occupation of the
Principalities, and advanced through Bulgaria toward Istanbul the
following spring.54
This campaign known as the “Polish war” (Lehistan seferi) was
disastrous for both of the Ottoman Empire and the Commonwealth. In
1772, the first partition of Poland was declared, and on July 1774, the
humiliating Treaty of Küçük Kaynarca was imposed upon the Porte.55
One of the clauses of this treaty was interesting with regard to ‘Russian
method of conquest’: “Sultan had to give the czarina the right to build
and protect an Orthodox church in Istanbul – which was subsequently
interpreted to signify Russian protection over all Orthodox Christians in
the empire as well as the population of Principalities – thus enabling
Russia to intervene in Ottoman internal affairs for its own advantage.56
“Protection of Orthodox population” which was actually an
instrument to stir up disorder in any given country with the pretext to
defend the rights of the religious minority population, was again applied
in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. The below conversation
between Catherine the Great and one of her aids shows how much she
was practical to stir up Poland.
“What advantage will accrue to Russia,” said Catherine, “if I
take the part of the Greek Orthodox believers in Poland?”
“Rich territory and a large population” was the answer.57
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Catherine who was a German princess, gained the throne
through a court conspiracy in 1762 (until 1796), in which her husband,
Peter III, lost his life. In order to secure her position, she posed publicly
in front of the Orthodox Russians, as the protector of the persecuted
Orthodox believers in the Commonwealth. It is ironically remarkable
that Voltaire, French philosopher, writer of the era of the Enlightenment
preferred to be blind for the request of Catherine the Great, concerning
the religious tolerance and equality in Poland-Lithuania’s Eastern
Orthodox population, which would have become the origin of the civil
war in Poland. In 1767, Voltaire under the pseudonym of Joseph
Bourdillon, published his ‘Essai Historique et Critique sur les dissentions
des Eglises de Pologne’, in 1767. In his book, Voltaire “gave advices to
the Polish people not to oblige their protectors to destruct them. They
came to establish the tolerance in Poland, otherwise they will punish the
intolerants by being shot”.58 Voltaire in his history books such as
“L’histoire de Charles XII” (1731) and “L’essai sur les moeurs” 1756,
criticized Poland and supported Catherine the Great against the
confederation of Radom (1767) and the confederation of Bar (1768-1772).
The hostility of Voltaire against the Confederation of Bar stemmed from
the alliance of the latter with Vatican and Turkey - the two bastions (one
Catholic, the other Muslim) of intolerance of Europe.59 I would redefine
Voltaire’s definition for the latter as the “alleged intolerance” or “the
bastion of tolerance”. If the Ottoman Empire were intolerant vis-à-vis its
Christian subjects after the conquest of Istanbul, would have been
survived today. The Ottoman Sultans did not interfere into the religious
affairs of their subjects. Orthodox Church was more powerful under the
Ottoman Empire’s administration than it had been under Byzantium.
Ottoman’s subjects in the Balkans were also never forced to convert into
Islam and the Ottoman army was multi religious. The Ottoman Empire
accepted the diversity of its subjects as its richness. According to Max
Weber, “The modern state is a compulsory association which organizes
58
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domination. It has been successful in seeking to monopolize the
legitimate use of physical force as a means of domination within a
territory. To this end, the state has to combine the material means of
organization in the hands of its leaders, and it has taken their positions
and now stands in the top place.” 60 Synder points out that the leaders of
modern states in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries abolished
religious and other intermediaries in order to have direct relation
between the state and the individual. States are supposed to
communicate directly in order to raise the army and taxes without
dealing with the local authorities. Snyder is adding that the Ottoman
Empire and the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth failing to do so, did
not survive.61
The foot steps preparing the partition of the Polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealth
The 1713 Treaty of Utrecht terminated the War of Spanish
Succession, in an other word ended the European domination and
recognized the balance of power. With this treaty the Habsburgs and
the Bourbons divided most of the Spanish possessions in Europe and in
the colonies on the name of “ad conservandum in Europa
equilibrium”.62 The pretext of the division was to protect the European
order. And, consequenty the pretext of the The Treaty of Utrecht was
paving the way for the three partions of Poland to keep the Europen
order.
Since the human nature did not changed from the era of the
classical philosophies of China, India and Greece; from the rational point
of view, the world is imperfect as a result of forces inherent in human
nature. The theoretical concern with human nature is presented under
the name of realism63. Although the realism has dominated international
relations theory since the second World War, the review of the history
of the both countries, the Ottoman Empire and the Polish-Lithuanian
60
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Commonwealth, shows us that international tensions and conflicts
confirm realism in large measure.
According to the propositions of realism, states are the major
actors in world affairs.64 Waltz, refers to the states that are the units
whose interactions form the structure of international political
systems.65 Waltz, also points out that national politics is the realm of
authoritiy, of administration, and of law. International politics is
the realm of power, of struggle, and of accommadation.66
International anarchy is also one of the propositions of the
Realism. International anarchy is the principal force shaping the motives
and actions of states.67 Waltz defines three principal themes of images
such as: war as a consequence of the nature and behavior of man, as an
outcome of the internal organization of states and as a product of
international anarchy.68
Grieco referring to Waltz, points out that, the international
environment severely penalizes states if they fail to protect their
vital interests or if they pursue objectives beyond their means;
hence, states are “sensitive to costs” and behave as unitaryrational agents.69
By using these tools, I hope to provide the realist approach to
the stage of the partitions of Poland. Since 1648 it was clear that the
Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth slipped into poverty, disorder and
anarchy. Between 1600 and 1700 the Commonwealth had only fifteen
years without a war. It was calamity for Poland that it was under the
leadership of a king, nominee by Catherine the Great. After King John
Sobieski, Poland did not have a real leadership during the first three
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quarter of the 18th century in which Prussia was becoming a rising
power and starving for the greatness.70
In the 18th century, Russia, officially being recognised as part of
Europe, pursued a plan of replacing the Ottoman Empire in Istanbul
which was the eternel Russian dream, and claimed to be the protector
of the Christian populations of the Balkans. Beside that, the Habsbugs
had the intention to conquer the Balkans.71 The real intention of these
two powers was the Ottoman Empire to be occupied. In such a case, the
Prussia was going to be between the two powerful and ambitous
countries, and with a clever diplomatic manoeuvre could be able to
direct their attention to the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. Instead of
the Ottoman Empire which will be divided one and a half century later,
Austria, Prussia, and Russia forced the terms of partition upon the
commonwealth under the pretext of restoring order in the anarchic
Polish situation.72 A former diplomat in Orient is explaining in his book
‘La politique de la Russie envers la Pologne et la Turquie’ that, during
the negotiations concerning the conditions of the partition of Poland
between the three partioning powers, Austria accepted the propositions
of Prussia that the strong part of Pologne was promised to her, while the
Russia had offered her the partition of the Ottoman Empire.73
According to realists, equity in term of distribution of gains is
important for the balancing among the states. Morgenthau points out
that states expect to receive approximately equal compensations. The
inequality in term of the distribution of gains would upset the balance of
power. And he gives as an example the cooperation among Austria,
Prussia and Russia during the negotiations to divide the territory of
Poland. In the treaty of 1772 between them, it was stipulated that “the
portion of one cannot exceed the portion of the other”.74
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For Gilpin, from the perspective of the dominant power
regarding the hegemonic war, states’ aim is to minimize one’s losses
rather than to maximize one’s gains.75 As an example of this proposition
is what Catherine the Great said, addressing to King Poniatowski to
prove her country’s legitimate claim to the greater part of Lithuania for
justification of the first partition. After her pseudo-legitimate claims on
the part of Poland, she said that second barrier is Turkey. “Shall Europe
wait for her vanishing term? The partition of Poland did not give rise to
any war, while the partition of Turkey would have covered the East and
the West with probably continuous fierce battles of which the outcome
would be the huge ruines in which the interests of the civilisation would
be perish infallibly”.76 It was clear that the partition of the Ottoman
Empire would not be an easy task like Poland to be a breakfast for
Catherine. She knew that if she had wanted to have the Ottoman Empire
as dinner, she could not have been able to swallow her. Neverthless, the
partition of the Ottoman Empire was going to be started almost one and
a quarter centuries later than the Polish partitions.
The second partition of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth
The first partition in 1772 created reformist notion among the
Polish elites, under the light of the European Enlightenment. Polish
intellectuals continued to discuss Enlightenment philosophers such as
Montesquie and J.Jacques Rousseau. During the period of Enlightenment
in Poland, the concept of democratic institutions for all classes was
accepted. During 1788-1791, the reformers of Sejm abolished the
constraints, undermining the foundations of Russian protectorate which
was established with the balefull settlement of 1717. The “Great Sejm”
or “the Four Years Sejm” produced Europe’s first written constitution,
the “Constitution of May 3, 1791” which abolished the “liberum veto”
(individual veto) in parliament and provided a separation of powers
among the legislative, executive, and judicial branches of government
and established people’s sovereignty.77 The Four Years Sejm also
abolished the application of the ‘elected kings’ and thus the kingship was
going to be hereditary. The architecs of the 1791 Constitution were
75
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Stanislav Małahowski, Ignacy Potocki, Hugo Kołłątaj and Adam
Czartorsyski78 who was settled near Istanbul in the village Adampol
(Polonezköy) which was called after Prince Adam Czartoryski.
The 1791 Constitution alarmed many nobles who would have
lost some rights and gave rise the conservative Confederation of
Targowica. The richest magnates among them K.Branicki, S. Rzewuski
and S. Potocki signed counter act in Petersburg and proclaimed it in
Targowica.79 The Targowica Confederation asked Russian assistance to
restore status quo. Catherine the Second, profiting this opportunity
asked Prussian help and invaded Poland with the pretexte of defending
Poland’s ancient liberties. The Russo-Polish war of 1792-93, or the War
of the Second Partition lasted more than a year. In the autumn 1792,
Catherine offered a suitable share of Poland to Prussia which was
entered an anti-revolutionary alliance with Austria in February 1792. As
a consequence, Poland’s ally Prussia left the Poles with their fate and
participated to the Russian invasion to complete the Russian conquest.
The Treaty of Partition was signed on January 4, 1793. Prussia took not
only Danzig and Thorn, but the whole Wielkopolska. The Russia
annexed the remainder of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. Poles were
obliged to submit in a legal and orderly manner. The Constitution of
May 1791 was formally accepted by the last Sejm of Poland. The
“Golden Freedom”80 was restored. The second partition was approved
by the King, and agreed by the nobility who was threatened with the
wholesale sequestration of their estates.81 The Targowica Confederation
put aside the 1791 Constitution.
The third partition of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth
The second partition was the defeat of Poland, but hopefully not
yet the defeat of the nationalists. The great polish revolt broke out on
March 24, 1794 under the leadership of Tadeusz Kościuszko.
78
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Independence movement started with the slogans similar to the French
revolution “liberty (wolność), equality (równość), entirety (całość) and
independence (niepodległość)” in Krakow. Although Kościuszko’s
insurgent armies won some successes, were defeated on November 1794
by the much more stronger Russian and Prussian armies.82 After Russian
army suppressed the insurrectionary government, and deported the
King, there was no Polish authority to negotiate for the Third Partition.
Actually, the partitioning powers did even not think to get the Polish
approval for an act which was to abolish the Polish government
completely. In 1795, the Commonwealth of Two Nations was not any
more on the European map in the name of balance of power.83 For the
Poles, the Third Partition was the beginning of a period of continuous
foreign rule that would last for well over a century.
For realism, the balance of power is to prevent any one state
from gaining universal dominion.84 Morgenthau points out that, the
balance of power was successful in preserving the existence of all
members of the modern state system from the conclusion of the
Thirty Years’ War in 1648 to the partitions of Poland at the end of
the eighteenth century.85
But all those acts accomplished in the name the balance of
power failed to keep the very principle of the balance of power which
was the preservation of the independence of the individual states. The
destruction of Poland for the virtue of balance of power was the first
series of partitions of individual states. The European balance of power
could unfortunately did not keep the independence of Poland.
Conclusion
At the end of 18th and in the beginning of the 19th centuries, The
Ottoman Empire threatened by Russia to realize his plan to replace
Istanbul, and also threatened by Habsburg to conquer the Balkans,
became the most adherent of the balance of power more than ever in
Europe. The Ottoman Empire strongly protested the partitions of Poland.
During the first partition of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, the
Ottoman Empire immediately declared the war to Russia in order to
help Poland. The Ottoman Empire showed the genuine example of the
82
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friendship to come to help Poland while itself was in a difficult position.
S.T.Gasztowt points out that the declaration of war by the Ottomans
against Russia due to violation of the Polish territories by the Russian
army, proves that how much the friendship existed between the two
countries is genuine and natural.86 He also described the Ottomans as
the victims of Europe and emphasized the Ottomans’ efficient fraternity
during the periods the most tragic of the Polish history.87
The Ottoman Empire was the only country who did not
recognize the partitions of Poland for 123 years. I assume that if the
peace treaty concluded by Voivode Gninski, sent by King Sobieski, in
Istanbul in 1678 had not been broken by the latter himself 88 and
consequently the Ottoman army hadn’t been defeated at the last moment
by the Polish artillery under the command of King Jan Sobieski, on
September 12, 1683, neither the Ottoman Empire nor the PolishLithuanian Commonwealth would have been called as “two invalids of
Europe” first, then the former as “a sick man of Europe” and the latter
as “a dead man of Europe”. The Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth
entering in the Holy League in 1684, neglected to give the attention to
internal reforms as well as the crucial problem of the eastern frontier.
Meanwhile, Russia with his splendid maneuver, joined to the Holy
League only in 1686, when its possessions in Ukraine had been
confirmed. Contrary to the gain of Russia, Poland’s recovery of Podolia
with the Treaty of Karlowitz in 1699 was a very small compensation
considering its huge losses due to the war against the Ottomans in
1683.89 Zbigniew Wojcik is also questioning the benefit of the battle of
Vienna, except the fame for the immediate present to the PolishLithuanian Commonwealth. Wojcik is adding that Poland, entering to the
Holy League in 1684, became the tool of Austrian policy and, was not
any more an equal partner with the Habsburgs.90 History showed us
how the Crusades could dangerously prepare the collapse of an empire,
Byzantium. Were the second in line the Polish-Lithuanian
86
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Commonwealth being a part of the Crusades, and the third in line the
Ottoman Empire being against of the Crusades? It would not be wrong
to say that both countries were the victims of the Crusades. According
to Weber : “The acceptance of the religious propaganda of the Crusades
is linked to the imperialists aspirations of feudal lords, who were
interested in securing fiefs for their progeny.”91
On the other hand, the defeat of Vienna paved the way to the
rapid decline of the Ottoman Empire. During the period of 1684-1700,
the relations between the Ottoman Empire, Russia and Crimea
underwent a crucial change. The peace treaty concluded in Istanbul in
1700 between the Ottoman Empire and Russia, changed the century-old
pattern of the relations between the latter and the Crimean Khanate.
The Crimean Khanate mediation was not any more in force in the
Ottoman-Russian relations. With this agreement the initiative was
passing from the Ottoman Empire to Russia and the latter was becoming
in the position to dictate the provisions of the treaty. 92
The Ottoman Empire and the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth
were almost condemned to built the friendship against the common
danger, Russia. As the logic says so, the two countries acted similarly.
The Ottoman Empire’s fraternity, solidarity and his friendship continued
during the Poland’s second and third partitions as well. The fraternity,
solidarity and friendship built up in the difficult times of Poland were
also the signs of the balance of power strongly supported by the
Ottoman Empire. The disappearance of Poland from the map in 1795
was not underestimated by the Ottoman Empire. The prominent
nineteenth-century Ottoman historian and statesman, Ahmed Cevdet
Pasha (1822-1895), remarked in his book “Tarih-i Cevdet” (“History of
Cevdet” – with its conceptual meaning “History of the Ottoman Empire”):
“When this unfortunate news [the partitioning of Poland-Lithuania]
reached the Sublime Porte, it was a warning to us.”93 Therefore, the
Ottoman Empire started to complete the military and financial reforms
91
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as soon as possible. Of course, the elites of the Ottomans were well
aware that if they did not implement the new reforms in almost every
aspect of the life the dismemberment of the Ottoman Empire was
indispensable. Unfortunately the indispensable end was realized by the
newly rising powers of Europe in the first quarter of the 20th century. I
assume that the two countries needed to each other’s support among
their covetous neighbors. It is ironic that their neighbors’ covetousness
made them so blind that they did not see the approaching danger which
was plunging them altogether into calamity twice, during the first half of
the 20th century in Europe.
Polish leaders of independence movement have found refuge in
the Ottoman soil, like Prince Adam Czartoryski. The Ottoman Empire
became a safe shelter for Polish revolutionaries after the 1831, 1848 and
1863 insurrections in Poland. Sultan Abdülmecid, who was under
pressure by Poland’s neighbors to expel the refugees, declared that he
would rather renounce his throne than surrender refugees who had
come to seek shelter in his territories. The worldwide known Polish
poet Adam Mickiewicz who came to Istanbul for Poland’s independence
and passed away in 1855 there, always expressed his gratitude towards
Turkey while he was in exile in France, with such words : “The only
voice that rose against the dismemberment of Poland were Turkish
people’s. We, Poles cherish the Turks for not having yielded to force in
front of our enemy and for not having consented to the partition of our
homeland.94
According to Karolina Suchodolska (ca.1835-1883), daughter of
the chief organizer of the Polish political activities on the Bosphorus, her
father’s friend Benderli Hüseyin Pasha, the Serasker (the Commander of
the Land Forces in the Ottoman Empire) of Sultan Mahmud II,
recognized only seven European monarchs: kings of Poland-Lithuania,
Bohemia, England, France, Spain, Hungary and the Pope. He regarded
the kings of Prussia as Poland-Lithuania’s vassal and he did not allow
the ambassador of Prussia to sit next to Mehmet Sadık Pasha (born
Michal Czaykowski,1804-1886), and he only accepted the ambassador
could sit down on the chair with his remark that in his household a
vassal can’t sit next to his lord.
During the World War II, the Ambassador of Hitler, Von Papen,
requested the Polish Embassy building in Ankara when Poland was
94
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occupied by the Nazis. The then President of young Republic of Turkey,
İsmet Pasha did not accepted his request with such words: “We have a
traditional friendship with Poland. In the past, during the partitions,
Turkey waited 150 years for the arrival of the Polish ambassador, and
now Turkey will not meet your request”.95 Thus, Ambassador Von
Papen watched the Polish flag during the World War II.
Another remarkable event during the World War II, was pointed
out by the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Poland,
Wladsyslaw Bartoszewski, in an interview to Die Welt in 2002, “During
the World War II, when the bombardments were heard in the city, only
the Ambassadors of the Holy See and Turkey did not leave Warsaw”.96
Concluding my article, I feel compelled myself to transmit an
anecdote baseless a written record, but having a good base in the Polish
collective memory. According to the first written record of this story
registered by the Polish ambassador to Turkey in the years 1936-1945,
Michal Sokolnicki (1880-1967), whenever the diplomatic corps was
received by the Ottoman sultan, on the sight of the empty chair of the
Polish deputy, the Ottoman chief of protocol would impressively ask:
Where is the deputy from Lehistan? And, in every occasion he would
receive the same reply from his aide: “Your Excellency, the deputy of
Lehistan could not make it because of vital impediments” to the
embarrassment of the diplomats of the partitioning states.97
To sum up, the 600th anniversary of the Turkish-Polish
diplomatic relations will offer an opportunity to strengthen cooperation
in economic and cultural level, and joint projects to be implemented on
this occasion will help to sustain the already existed solid relations. My
strong desire is that, the young generations of both countries with their
rich political and cultural heritage would experience the solidarity not
only in the mutual misfortune but in the prosperity as well.
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Map 1 - The frontiers of the Ottaman Empire during the years 1300–1512

Source: Halil İnalcık, “An Overview of Ottoman History”, The Great Ottoman, Turkish
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Map 2 - The trade routes of the Ottoman Empire during the years 1300–1600

Source: Halil İnalcık, “An Overview of Ottoman History”, The Great Ottoman, Turkish
Civilisation 1 POLITICS, Yeni Türkiye, Ankara 2000, pg. 87
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Westeren K.I. (ed.), “Foundations of the Knowledge Economy.
Innovation, Learning and Clusters”, Edward Elgar, London, 2012.

Knowledge, innovation, clusters and learning
New perspective on knowledge economy
The idea of the knowledge economy is one of the most used in
the recent economic policy debates,1 but discussions about knowledge as
a central aspect for productivity and competitiveness started much
earlier. This book is not only a collection of well-known information or
existing theories but also it provides new data, interesting studies and
new theory developments.
“Foundations of the Knowledge Economy. Innovation, Learning
and Clusters” has been published in 2012. It had been edited by Knut
Ingar Westeren from Department of Economics
of Nord-Trøndelag University College in Norway. However, the great
contribution had numerous researchers and experts in the field of
economics, entrepreneurship, innovation, public policies and education,
among the others: H.A. Cader (American University of Kuwait, Kuwait),
A. Cordes (Lower Saxony Institute for Economic Research, Germany),
A.P. Cornett (University of Southern Denmark, Denmark), J.O. Vanebo
and K.-Å. Gotvassli (Nord-Trøndelag University College, Norway), H.S.
Jensen (Aarhus University, Denmark), J.K. Jones (American
Intercontinental University, USA), J.A.R. Staduto and C.P. Junqueira
(State University of Western Parana, Brazil), J.C. Leatherman (Kansas
State University, USA), M. Trippl and G. Maier (Vienna University of
1

OECD report from 1996, Lisbon Strategy of the European Union from

2000.
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Economics and Business, Austria), A. Murdock (London South Bank
University, UK), O. Raspe (PBL Netherlands Environmental Assessment
Agency, The Netherlands), M. Russ (University of Wisconsin – Green
Bay, USA), M. Walser and R. Scherer (University St Gall, Switzerland), R.
Shearmur (Universite du Quebec, Canada) and F.G. van Oort (Utrecht
University, The Netherlands). They are the authors of the chapters and
thanks for them the book presents a truly international perspective,
important aspects of knowledge economy from all over the world. It is a
great advantage of this book and it highlights the fact that the concept of
knowledge economy is relevant for most of the country.
The keywords of the book are: innovation, learning and clusters,
and this separates the book into the following four parts: Theoretical
considerations; Innovation; Learning and skills; Clusters and
productivity. In the first part the authors explain the changing role of
the knowledge in the knowledge economy (concepts of knowledge and
knowledge management) and the interesting idea of the growth of the
knowledge-based economy. The game theory is used to explain the
growth of the knowledge economy by looking at the employees in
different occupational groups and how the players in the context of selfinterest maximize their utility. The second part deals with the long
evolution of the term “innovation” - from Schumpeter’s definition to the
knowledge economy. This part of the book brings us a bit closer to a
better understanding of innovation, however, creation a new and
concise definition of innovation is not the aim of the authors. They show
also the concept of regional knowledge transfer and firm productivity in
innovative urban milieus. Highly interesting in this context is presenting
a problem from local perspective. The next chapters try to answer on
the question why local innovation is not (always) related to local factors.
They analyze the relation between innovation and creative leadership
and local government. The third part provides the debates and answers
on the following questions: How to improve the region’s ability to learn?
How to managing the new knowledge workers? What drives skill-based
regional employment growth in West Germany? The last part, which
focuses on clusters and productivity, describes the clusters and cluster
development in the knowledge economy. Finally, it provides the
discussion on cluster policies toward small and medium-sized
enterprises in (also in knowledge-deprived regions) so that they can
participate effectively in an international virtual industry cluster.
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The biggest value of this way of presentation is the fact that
every part is focused on specific aspect of knowledge economy
presenting up-to-date theoretical background. Moreover, every aspect is
followed by case studies, new data and conclusions.
“Foundations of the Knowledge Economy…” is an important book
for whole academic research field of knowledge economy. In the market,
we can find few publications on that subject, however, they are either
quite old, or they focus on one particular aspect, source of knowledge
economy. Nevertheless, we should not underestimate their value. As an
example we can remind “Advancing Knowledge and The Knowledge
Economy” (2006) edited by Brian Kahin and Dominique Foray. Here the
contributors analyze the processes for creating and organizing
knowledge interact with IT (information technology), business strategy,
and changeable social and economic conditions. For attention deserves
also “Innovation in the Knowledge Economy. Implications for Education
and Learning”(2004) prepared by OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development). The report explores some key
determinants of innovation and their implications for the advancement of
knowledge in a particular sector – primary and secondary education. An
interesting book, however focusing more on historical aspects, is “The
Gifts of Athena: Historical Origins of the Knowledge Economy” (2002)
written by Joel Mokyr.
As references K.I. Westeren indicates several publications which
are highly important for those analyzes, for instance: “Knowlegde
Economies: Clusters, Learning and Cooperative Advantage” (Cook P.,
2002), “Personal Knowledge” (Polanyi M., 1958), “Freefall: America, Free
Markets, and the Sinking of the World Economy” (Stiglitz J. E., 2010).
This volume will prove invaluable to academics and researchers
who are interested in exploring new ideas about the knowledge
economy. It can be useful and interesting also for employees of
consultant firms and the public sector, where an understanding of the
knowledge economy is important.
It can be treated as enriching compendium with plenty of
relevant, both basic and advanced information, but it also provides a
deeper insight into the topic – both from theoretical and practical point
of view. Therefore, it stands as a reliable base for further research to
support entrepreneurship and public policy.
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